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EPA NOTICE 

This report has been written as a part of the activities of 
the Agency's Science Advisory Board, a public advisory group 
providing extramural scientific information to the Administrator 
and other officials of the Environmental Protection Agency. The 
Board is structured to provide a balanced expert assessment of 
scientific matters related to problems facing the Agency. This 
report has not been reviewed for approval by the Agency and hence 
its contents do not repres-ent the views and policies of the 
Environmental Protection Agency, nor does mention of trade names 
or commercial products constitute endorsement or recommendation 
for use. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Among the provisions of the 1977 Clean Air Act Amendments 
was a requirement that the Administrator of the u.s. Environmental 
Protection Agency appoint an "independent scientific review 
committee" to undertake a number of review functions associated 
with EPA's development, promulgation, and implementation of 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). Since its 
original meeting in November 1978 this committee, known as the 
Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC), has held a number 
of public meetings with EPA staff from various program offices as 
well as members of the public. The Committee has directly 
participated in the process of developing NAAQS through its 
scientific review of air quality criteria documents and 
supplementary documents prepared by the Agency in the course of 
proposing and promulgating NAAQS. Due to the time constraints 
encountered during the review of such documents, the Committee has 
not had the opportunity to thoroughly investigate issues such as 
the role of economics in setting NAAQS, alternative strategies for 
attainment of air quality standards, and regulatory analysis of 
proposed standards. Future meetings and reports of the Committee 
will address these and other issues associated with NAAQS. 

Based upon its experience in the scientific review process, 
the Committee has prepared a report, with recommendations 
concerning the standard-setting process, which it hopes will prove 
useful to the Agency in improving methods of setting 
scientifically supportable ambient air quality standards. 
Committee members have also prepared this report to supplement the 
discussions they have carried out in CASAC's public meetings. We 
believe the report will be useful to EPA and to the Congress as 
amendments to the Clean Air Act are considered during the coming 
months. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

• National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) are an 
effective way of controlling atmospheric levels of pollutants such 
as carbon monoxide which are directly emitted from a variety of 
sources of different types. Conventional emission standards, 
alone, would not be sufficient for the control of atmospheric 
levels of such pollutants whose concentrations are superimposed in 
the atmosphere. 

National Ambient Air Quality Standards are also a 
reasonable way of controlling pollutants formed in the atmosphere, 
such as ozone and other photochemical oxidants and nitrogen 
dioxide. In principle, the control of emissions of the precursors 
of such pollutants should be sufficient to limit atmospheric 
levels of the reaction products to any prescribed level. However, 
the available models relating air quality to emission sources are 
not good enough to use emission standards by-themselves to protect 
air quality for pollutants formed in the atmosphere. 
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Ambient Air Standards need to be periodically reviewed 
to determine whether they are adequate in form or numerical values 
to protect the public health and welfare. The five-year review 
cycle established by the 1977 Clean Air Act Amendments is an 
appropriate time frame in relation to the rate of advance of the 
pertinent scientific data bases. 

• CASAC's role in the standard-setting process should be 
expanded to include the opportunity to comment on the ~gulatory 
Decision Package (RDP) sent to the Administrator prior to 
selection and publication of proposed ambient air quality 
standards in the Federal Register. CASAC's current 
responsibilities have included the scientific reviews of criteria 
documents and Office of Air Ouality Planning and Standards' 
(OAOPS) staff papers, which identify key studies and evaluate 
other factors w-hich are critical in setting or revising an ambient 
standard. CASAC's role has not included review of the ~gulatory 
Decision Package. Since neither the criteria document nor the 
staff paper has specifically addressed the numerical value(s) for 
the standard, CASAC has not had an opportunity to advise fhe 
Administrator on the scientific aspects of the standard. 
In seeking to comment on the RDP, CASAC does not wish to set the 
standard1 that should remain the responsibility of the 
Administrator. However, the Committee believes that the 
Administrator can make better use of its advice on the 
implications of alternative forms and values of the standards for 
public health and environmental quality and on the implications 
for monitoring and pollution controls, prior to publishing a 
proposal. 

• Research in support of standards development should be 
conducted on a continuing basis and for project periods 
appropriate to the complexity of the issues being investigated, 
rather than be tied to current budgetary restrictions or the 
timetable of a particular standard-setting cycle. OUr key 
recommendation for improvement in the support of research for 
standards development is the creation of a Council for Research on 
Ambient Standards Development to be composed of senior scientists 
from outside the Agency. Council members should have scientific 
stature and broad perspectives of the needs of the standards 
program. The Council should guide the Agency's decisions on which 
of its peer reviewed approved grants to fund from a specific line 
appropriation in the Agency's budget. The Council could also 
periodically identify research needs to the Agency, the Office of 
Management and Budget, and the Congress to aid in budgetary 
planning. 

• EPA should continue to strengthen its procedures for 
development of the next five-year cycle of air quality criteria 
documents. These procedures should continue to include early 
identification of critical scientific issues; assignment of 

1 An exception to this practice was the CASAC review in 
July 1981 of the recent draft staff paper for particulate matter 
in which the Agency, as an experiment, included ranges of numbers 
for a twenty-four hour and an annual standard. 
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responsibility to a Criteria Document Manager for producing a 
scientifically supportable criteria document; and extensive use of 
workshops and public comments in the review and revision o_f 
criteria documents. 

• Current criteria documents, while massive, lack many 
kinds of informed commentary and critical interpretation which the 
Administrator needs to set standards. CASAC recognizes that all 
pertinent studies dealing with specific pollutant effects must at 
least be identified in the criteria documents. However, these 
documents should contain a more judicious selection of studies for 
discussion with an emphasis on significant studies or studies of a 
high scientific quality. EPA has agreed in principle with this 
recommendation for development of the next five-year cycle of 
criteria documents. If the criteria document were so 
restructured, there would be less need for interpretation of the 
scientific data base in the staff paper; the staff paper could 
then be expanded to include a discussion of the possible forms and 
ranges of numerical values for the standard and the implications 
of each of these alternative values for the protection of the 
public health and welfare. 

• The scientific basis for several of the NAAQS remains 
uncertain. Dose-response relationships, particularly at low 
concentration levels, are difficult to establish and are likely to 
remain controversial. To deal with these uncertainties, EPA 
should increase its efforts to develop risk assessment 
methodologies for quantifying the range of public health effects 
produced by exposure to individual or combined class(es) of air 
pollutants. By asking different sets of questions of available 
scientific data, risk assessments could assist the Administrator 
and the general public in evaluating the uncertainties in the 
medical evidence and would indicate more explicitly the health 
risks associated with alternative standards. 

• CASAC reaffirms its policy of liberal participation at 
its meetings by interested members of the public. CASAC has 
invited individuals and groups from the public to make formal 
presentations before the Committee as well as to engage in the 
more informal question and answer sessions with Committee members 
'and EPA staff. This process has improved the quality of the 
scientific dialogue on issues of national concern and has provided 
a forum for the exchange of sometimes differing views. By 
engaging in these discussions, EPA staff has had to defend their 
scientific assumptions and views prior to reaching decisions on 
standards. The result has, we believe, enhanced the 
decisionmaking process. 

• An effective working relationship has developed between 
EPA and CASAC. Through the closure statement the Agency depencs. 
upon CASAC to advise it on the scientific adequacy of criteria 
documents and staff papers. Closure thus provides a strong 
incentive for cooperation between the Agency and the Committee. A 
similar incentive is needed for the Agency to seek CASAC advice on 
the scientific adequacy of standards. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS 

A. Legislative Requirements 

The Clean Air Act Amendments gave the Environmental 
Protection Agency the responsibility to establish nationwide 
ambient air quality standards requisite to protect the public 
health and welfare with an adequate margin of safety. Key 
provisions of the present Act are included in Figure 1. 

In order to establish an ambient air quality standard, the 
Act requires a determination that a particular pollutant, which 
arises from diverse mobile or stationary sources, causes or 
contributes to air pollution which in the Administrator's judgment 
"may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or 
welfare." Within 12 months of the listing of a pollutant under 
section 108(a) of the Clean Air Act, the Administrator must 
publish an air quality criteria document which assesses the 
scientific data base underlying the ambient air quality standard. 
The criteria document must contain the "latest scientific 
knowledge useful in indicating the kind and extent of all 
identifiable effects on public health or welfare." 

Simultaneous with the publication of a criteria document, 
the Administrator must propose primary and secondary national 
ambient air quality standards, as appropriate. A primary standard 
must be one that, in the Administrator's judgment, is requisite to 
protect the public health with an adequate margin of safety. A 
secondary standard must be adequate to protect the public welfare 
from known or anticipated adverse effects. Following the proposal 
of any primary or secondary standard, a public comment period 
ensues, including the holding of a public hearing. Taking into 
account the public comments, the Administrator then promulgates 
the final standard. 

The 1977 Clean Air Act Amendments retained most of the 
legislative requirements of the 1970 Act for the development of 
ambient air quality standards and specified certain additional 
requirements (Figure 2). For example, the 1977 Amendments require 
that all existing criteria documents be periodically reviewed by a 
newly created "independent scientific review committee. • This 
directive was in addition to the already existing practice of 
having EPA's Science Advisory Board (SAB) review draft criteria 
documents. The SAB's authority to comment on draft criteria 
documents was statutorily established by the Environmental 
Research, Development and Demonstration Authorization Act (ERDDAA) 
of 1978. The CASAC, as an SAB committee, therefore retains 
authority to provide advice to EPA on both draft and existing 
criteria documents. The CASAC, like all SAB committees, is an 
independent body made up of scientists and other experts from 
outside the Agency who have substantial scientific and technical 
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FIGURE 1 

CLEAN AIR ACT: ---
~ ~ QUALITY CRITERIA ~ STANDARDS PROVISIONS 

o LIST UBIQUITOUS POLLUTANTS WHICH IN ADMINISTRATOR'S 
JUDGMENT MAY ENDANGER PUBLIC HEALTH OR WELFARE 

o ISSUE CRITERIA DOCUMENTS CONTAINING LATEST 
SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE ON IDENTIFIABLE EFFECTS 
OF POLLUTANT ON PUBLIC HEALTH/WELFARE 

o PROPOSE NATIONAL AIR QUALITY STANDARDS WHEN CRITERIA 
DOCUMENTS ARE ISSUED 

0 PERIODICALLY REVIEW, AND WHERE APPROPRIATE, REVISE 
CRITERIA DOCUMENTS AND AIR STANDARDS 

CLEAN AIR ACT STANDARDS PROVISIONS ---
o PRIMARY NATIONAL AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS 

PROTECT THE PUBLIC AGAINST ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS 
WITH AN ADEQUATE MARGIN OF SAFETY 

o SECONDARY NATIONAL AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS 

PROTECT PUBLIC WELFARE FROM KNOWN OR ANTICIPATED 
ADVERSE EFFECTS 

PUBLIC WELFARE DEFINED TO INCLUDE EFFECTS ON: 
SOILS o WATER o CROPS o VEGETATION o ANIMALS 
WILDLIFE o WEATHER o VISIBILITY o CLIMATE 
MAN-MADE MATERIALS o ECONOMIC VALUES 

PERSONAL COMFORT/WELL BEING 



FIGURE 2 

1977 CLEAN AIR ACT AMENDMENTS: - ---
KEY ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS BEYOND 1970 ACT ---

o REVIEW AND REVISE ALL EXISTING CRITERIA AND 
STANDARDS AS APPROPRIATE BY DECEMBER 31, 1980 

o THEREAFTER REVIEW AIR QUALITY CRITERIA AT 5-YEAR 
INTERVALS AND REVISE STANDARDS AS NECESSARY 

0 

0 

ISSUE N02 CRITERIA (FOR UNDER 3-HOURS) AND PROMULGATE 
SHORT-TERM NOz STANDARD IF NECESSARY 

ESTABLISH A SCIENTIFIC REVIEW COMMITTEE TO REVIEW AIR 
QUALITY CRITERIA AND STANDARDS 



expertise relevant to the mission of the Agency. The SAB is 
· chartered by the Administrator to provide independent adv~ce and 
critical review on scientific matters before the Agency. 

In addition to the establishment of the CASAC, section 
109(d) of the 1977 Clean Air Act further directs the Administrator 
to complete a review of all existing criteria and standards before 
the end of 1980 and at five year intervals thereafter, and to 
revise the criteria and standards as appropriate. The 
Administrator is also required to issue No2 criteria (for under 
three hours).and promulgate a short-term N0 2 standard, if 
necessary to protect the public health. 

Turning to Clean Air Act provisions for the implementation 
of ambient air standards, once an ambient standard is promulgated, 
primary responsibility under the Clean Air Act shifts from the 
federal government to the states. Within nine months after 
promulgation, each state is required to prepare and submit a State 
Implementation Plan (SIP) to EPA for approval. This plan must 
identify emission limitations and other measures to attain the 
primary standard "as expeditiously as practicable" but not later 
than three years after EPA approval, and to attain the secondary 
standard within a reasonable time. EPA has established primary 
standards solely on the basis of adequately protecting public 
health. Both the Agency and the courts have interpreted the Clean 
Air Act as forbidding the consideration of costs and feasibility 
of attainment in setting either the primary or the secondary 
standards, although such considerations are relevant in the 
development of State Implementation Plans. 

B. The Development Process for Air Quality Criteria 

During the past few years considerable change has taken 
place in the approach by which the Agency reviews and revises air 
quality criteria. These changes include reorganizations within 
the Office of Research and Development and alterations in the 
process of preparing criteria documents~ more formalized review of 
criteria documents by the Clean Air Scientific Advisory committee~ 
and the development of a critical issues "staff paper" by the 
Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards. 

2 An administrative decision was made by EPA to house the 
CASAC within the Science Advisory Board. This decision stemmed 
from a recognition that the activities of CASAC would necessarily 
overlap those areas of scientific review carried out by the 
Science Advisory Board in such areas as ecological effects, 
pollutant transport and transformation, and health effects of 
ambient air pollutants. By making the committee a part of the 
Board, the Agency hoped to reduce administrative duplication and 
make optimal use of other Board committees and members. Like the 
Science Advisory Board, the CASAC is organizationally placed 
within the Office of the Administrator and reports directly to the 
Administrator. 
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The first major step in the process of formulating or 
revising ambient air standards is the development or a revision 
of a criteria document. Figure 3 summari3es six key phases or 
steps involved in the Agency's preparation of a criteria 
document. The minimum amount of time necessary to accomplish 
each step is ind1cated in parentheses. 

Primary responsibility for the preparation of criteria 
documents rests with the Environmental Criteria and Assessment 
Office (ECAO), a subdivision within the Office of Research and 
Development (ORO). The establishment of this office in early 
1978, as a successor to ORD's Criteria and Special Studies Office 
(CSSO), resulted from ORD's recognition of the need for a more 
formalized preparation of air quality criteria. This awareness 
stemmed, in part, from major criticisms leveled by the Science 
Advisory Board during its review of the lead criteria document and 
from 1977 Clean Air Act Amendment requirements to revise all 
existing criteria documents. At least four managerial changes 
distinguish ECAO from its predecessor office. These include 1) 
recruitment of a multidisciplinary staff with expertise in a range 
of health and ecologically-related disciplines; 2) establishment 
of formalized workgroups drawn from a number of Agency program 
offices to assist in the preparation of criteria documents; 3) 
extensive use of consultants to assist in the writing and review 
of working drafts of criteria documents both prior and subsequent 
to public review; and 4) use of public workshops in which Agency 
and non-Agency scientists debate and discuss the merits of 
specific studies and attempt to resolve scientific controversies 
over their interpretations before such matters are addressed as 
part of the public comment period and CASAC review of external 
review drafts. 

c. Criteria Document Closure Process 

The main features of the CASAC review of a criteria document 
are embodied in the process known as "closure." (See Figure 4.) 
Closure can be characterized in the following manner: 

Closure represents a sense of the committee 
determination upon the scientific adequacy of a criteria 
document for regulatory purposes at a specific point in 
time, based upon the information currently available. 
Closure is intended to supplement other forms of channeling 
advice such as transcripts, individual notes, and official 
committee minutes, The overall purpose of closure, 
therefore, is to ensure that the committee has given 
explicit written advice concerning a criteria document so 
that in the future the committee's position will not be 
misunderstood. Embodied within the concept of closure is 
that, when necessary, individual committee members can 
submit written minority reports if they disagree with all 
or part of the full committee report. A sense of ~he 
committee report would be signed by the chairman. . . ' 

3 Letter from L. Grant, J. Padgett, T. Yosie to CASAC, 
June 14, 1979. See Appendix. 
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FIOJRE 3 SUI>WIHY OF CRITERIA lJ()(U.fENf l'REPARATIOO PROCliSS 

PREPARATIOO AND REV I EW 
Of EQ\0 AIR QUALITY CRITERIA 
DOCUMENTS 

llJASE I ' JlOQU'Nf PLANNING AND INITIATION ( 60 DAYS) • 

INITIATION 01' LITERATIJRE SEARG! AND AJITICLE PRO-
UJIID!ENI' PROCiliJURES - OOTICE IN FEDERAL REGISTER 

ASSI!DIENf OF PROJECI llmi\GER AND OiliER ECAO STAFF 
'!EMBERS TO !XlClMENf PREPARATION TllAM 

RECRU!Th!EI'lf 01' INTERNAL EPA TASK FORCE AND OUTSIDE 
UWI1!1 Bllf!NG OJNSULTANTS 

lJEVI!LOR.IBIT OF WORK PLAN AND TIMETABLE FOR JKX:l».lENf 
PREPARATION - Il£1'1N IT ION 01' IXXlilli'IT oomENTS 

BRIEFING OF EPA SC!m::E ADVISORY BOAIID (SAB/CASAC) 
Q~ I:Oru>!ENI' PLAN AND llWI'ENIS 

PI lASE II: PREPARATION 01' I\ORKJNG llRAFl ( ~0- 90 !lAYS} 

ACCUI>IJI.ATION AND ANALYSIS OF PERfiNENf LITERA11JRE 

1'/RITHIG OF ROOGII !JRAFfS OF OOClMlNT SECI'IOOS - MAINLY 
S!J.NARI Z lNG RELEVANT PUBLISHED SIUDIBS 

PRilL IMINARY ME!lflt«>S OF AlffiiJRS TO EXPAND INJ TIAL 
DRAFIS - INITIATE CRITICAL ASSffi3'.IE)Il' OF S!UDIES 

TYPING AND CIRUILATION 01' WORKING DRAFT TO INTERNAL 
TASK f<JRCE AAD OOI'S!DE REVIEWING COOSULTAATS 

PHASE III: REVIEW AND REVISION OF li\JRKit!G DRAFT (6 0 DAYS) 

OOOIIE)l!NG OF ECAO 'f!W.l, IX)()MlNf A!JDIORS, EPA INfERNAL 
TASK FORCE, AND REVIEWIOO OOI>ISULTANTS AT 1-3 DAY PUBLIC 
I'KlRKSI IJP 

FOLIJ.Jif-!JP !oll!ITINGS OF f£AO STN'P, REV l CII'EI\S, AND 
A!JlliJRS AS NOCESSARY TO RESOLVE RINISION ISSUES 

PCST -1\0RKSI IlP REVISION OF !XXlf.lmf WORKING DRAFf 

CRITICAL REAIJIOO AND EDITING OF DRAr-r DY IlQ\0 STAFF 

TYP It«;, GRAF1 UCS, AND PRINTING OF EXTEllNAL REVIEW llRAFl 

* Minimum time noces sa ry to c.ompl et e plm~e shown .in parentheses~ 

0 

0 

0 

P!Will IV: PUBLIC REVIEW OF EXTERNAL DRAFT ( 60 DAYS) 

PUBLICATION OF FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE AIWXJNC!t!G 
AVAILABILITY OF EXTERNAL REVIEW llRAFl 01' !XXlf.!ENI' 

CIRUJLATION OF EXTERNAL DRAFT ro an IER OJVERNI>!ENI' 
AGENCIES, EPA'S SCIEI«:E AOVJSORY DO<\RP {SAB/CASAC) , 
AND 1HE GENERAL PUBLIC 

SCAO REVIEW OF PUBLIC GO~~ENTS 
FOR FOSSIBLE REVISIOO OF TIIE CRITERIA !XXlf.IENf 
PRIOR TO REVIEW BY TI IE CASAC 

MEETING OF ECAO STAFF, an IER EPA PllllSCMIEL, AND 
CONSUL TANJ'S TO PREPARE FOR SAB ~IEETING 

PRESENJ'ATION AND REVIEW OF EXTERNAL DRAFI AT PUBLIC 
SAB MEETING 

PI !liSE V: rosr SAB MEETING OOOMENT REVIS I ON ( 60 DAYS) 

DEBRIEFING OF ECIIO STAFF, an IER PRRSOONEL, AND 
COOSULTANTS 

IN -DEPTII CATALOGING, REVIEW, AND JINALYSIS OF SAB/ 
CASAC AND RJBLI C CCM>!ENI'S DELfVEREO AT CASAC b!EETltlG 

ASS IGNIIENf OF SFECI FIC REVISIOO RESPONSIBILITIES TO 
IlQ\0 STAFF NIJ.IBERS AND CONTRIIIUTING CONSULTAATS 

EXEOJTION OF REVIS ION ASSI!DIENfS AND C00SUL TAT! ON 
1'11111 INDIVIIJUAL SAB/CASAC I!EMBERS AS NEEDED 

TYPING, EDIT!t!G, AND REPROIJlJ(.'fiOO OF REVISED DRAFI 
AND RESIJW.t!TTAL OF occtJ.!ENI' TO 11 IB SAB/CASAC 

P! lASE VI : FINAL SAB CLOSURE AND PUBLICATION { 60 DAYS) 

RECIRCULATION OF EXTERNAL REVIEW DRAFT FOR PUBLIC 
a:M>IENT AND SAB RhVIEW 

ECAO REVIEW OF PUBLIC W~IENfS FOR FOSS! BLE REVISIONS 
OF Cll!TERIA IXXl.MIWF PRIOR ro REVIEW BY CASAC 

PRES!Wl'ATION AND REVIEW OF EXTERNAL DRAFI AT 
PUBLIC SAB/CASAC MEETING 

SUBMITTAL OF WRITTEN SAB/CASAG CCM>!ITfEE 
REPCRT ON lXlClMiN'f TO EPA AJ:MINI STRA1DR 

TYPING, Ell I'I'ING IINI.l PR!Nfl t4G OF PREPll!N'f 
IINI.l I~JBLICATI 00 OF r.ll ITirRJ A mtli\!ENJ' 

' 

'" 
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FIGURE 4 

FORMAT FOR SAB/CASAC CLOSURE MEMORANDUM FOR CRITERIA DOCUMENTS 

o CHAIReiAN'S SUMMARY OF OVERALL CONSENSUS OR MAJORITY VIEW 
REGARDING COMMITTEE'S EVALUATION 

o FOCUS ON EVALUATION OF DOCUMENT IN TERMS OF: 

Completeness of Literature Review--Coverage Up-To-Date, Key 
References Properly Considered or Noted? 

Adequacy of Review and Evaluation of Studies--Data Accurately 
Described, Interpreted, Reanalyzed? 

Clarity of Presentation of Data and Conclusions--Effective 
Presentation of Text, Tables, Figures, Summaries? 

Accuracy of overall Interpretation of Data Base--Main 
Conclusions Well-Founded and Extrapolations Justified? 

o SIGNED CONCURRENCE OF COMMITTEE MEMBERS OR CHAIRMAN ON 
REPORT--SPECIFICS OF INDIVIDUAL DISSENT OR MINORITY REPORT 
APPENDED 
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The practice of closure represents a marked improvement in 

the review of criteria documents compared to previous reviews 
conducted prior to the establishment of CASAC. For example, it 
avoids the confusion that surrounded the review of the oxidant 
criteria document by the Science Advisory Board. In the review 
of that document, charges that the Agency ignored its scientific 
advisors have surfaced in litigation brought against EPA on the 
ozone standard. This controversy might have been avoided had 
the Agency and the review committee employed present reporting 
procedures. 

D. Staff Paper 

Once the criteria document has been reviewed by the public 
and the CASAC, the staff of the Office of Air Quality Planning 
and Standards prepares a paper which evaluates the key studies 
in the criteria document and identifies critical elements to be 
considered in the development of the standard. In addition, the 
paper provides a discussion of uncertainties in the medical 
evidence and other factors which the staff believes should be 
considered in selecting an adequate margin of safety and a final 
standard level. The staff paper also evaluates studies which 
should be used in making scientific judgments on the level at 
which there are effects on public welfare. Previous staff 
papers for carbon monoxide and nitrogen dioxide did not present 
a judgment on what concentration level(s) should be established 
for the standard, although the recent draft staff paper for 
particulate matter did discuss possible ranges for a revised 
standard. The paper does help to bridge the gap between the 
science contained in the criteria documents and the judgment 
required of the Administrator in setting ambient air quality 
standards. 

Although not required by statute, the staff paper is 
reviewed externally by the public and the CASAC. CASAC holds a 
public meeting to provide its comments and to solicit comments 
from the public. once the paper has been reviewed by the CASAC, 
the scientific judgments made in the paper form the basis for 
the OAQPS staff's recommendation to the Administrator for a 
proposed standard. 

CASAC POLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

Section l09(d)(2) of the Clean Air Act, as amended, 
provides CASAC with a broad mandate to conduct scientific reviews 
in a number of areas related to EPA's development of air quality 
criteria and the promulgation and implementation of primary and 
secondary ambient air quality standards. Quoting from the 
statute, the Committee's duties include the following: 

"Not later than January 1, 1980, and at five-year 
intervals thereafter, the committee ••• shall complete a 
review of the criteria published under section 108 and the 
national primary and secondary ambient air quality standards 
promulgated under this section and shall recommend to the 
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Administrator any new national ambient air quality standards 
and revisions of existing criteria and standards as may be 
appropriate •••• 

Such committee shall also (i) advise the Administrator 
of areas in which additional knowledge is required to 
appraise the adequacy and basis of existing, new, or revised 
national ambient air quality standards, (iil describe the 
research efforts necessary to provide the required 
information, (iii) advise the Administrator on the relative 
contribution to air pollution concentrations of natural as 
well as anthropogenic activity, and (iv) advise the 
Administrator of any adverse public health, welfare, social, 
economic, or energy effects which may result from various 
strategies for attainment and maintenance of such national 
ambient air quality standards." 

In addition to these statutory requirements, CASAC's 
desiqnation by EPA as a standing committee of the Science Advisory 
Board has conferred other responsibilities. OUoting from CASAC's 
Science Advisory Board charter, the Committee 

"shall hold meetings, perform studies, make necessary 
site visits and undertake other activities necessary to meet 
its responsibilities. The Committee will coordinate its 
activities with other committees of the Science Advisory 
Board and may, as it deems appropriate, utilize the 
expertise of other committees and members of the Science 
Advisory Board. Establishment of subcommittees is 
authorized for any purpose consistent with this charter. 
The committee will report to the Administrator of the u.s. 
Environmental Protection Agency •••• 

Members shall be persons who have demonstrated high 
levels of competence, knowledge, and expertise in 
scientific/technical fields relevant to air pollution and 
air quality issues. Members of the Committee become members 
of the Science Advisory Board, and the Chairman of the 
Committee, or his designee, shall serve as a member of the 
Executive committee of the Science Advisory Board. The 
Committee will meet three to six times per year. Support 
shall be provided by EPA through the offices of the Science 
Advisory Board. The annual operating cost will not exceed 
SlSn,nnn and three man-years." 

And, as previously noted, as a committee of the Science 
Advisory Board, CASAC, pursuant to section 8(e) of the 
Environmental Research, Development and Demonstration Authorization 
Act of 1978, may make available to the Administrator its advice 
and comments on the scientific and technical basis of proposed 
criteria documents and standards. 
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How has the Committee addressed these responsibilities? The 
Clean Air Act requires that the Committee review all of the air 
quality criteria oocuments published under section 108 of the Act. 
Since the Agency had already announced its plans to revise 
existing criteria documents, the Committee decided that the most 
useful approach was to review the scientific and technical 
adequacy of new criteria documents. ~is course of action has 
provided the Committee with greater opportunity to exercise its 
influence in reviewing the scientific basis for new criteria 
documents. Discussion of this and other issues pertaining to the 
Committee's role occurred in public meetings with participation by 
EPA's Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, Office of 
Research and Development, Office of General Counsel, and 
interested members of the public. Tb date, CASAC has reviewed 
four sets of criteria documents. These include carbon monoxide 
(CO), hydrocarbons (HC), nitrogen oxides (NOx), and sulfur 
oxides/particulate matter (SOX/PM). A summary of CASAC meetings, 
agendas, and major recommendations is provided in Figure 5. 

Throughout its review of a variety of scientific issues, 
CASAC has stressed the need for EPA to address effects on public 
health or welfare produced by exposures to a mix of air 
pollutants. Examples include the following: 

o At the first meeting of CASAC in November 1978, 
Committee members recommended that the Agency issue 
a combined sulfur oxides/particulate matter criteria 
document. The Committee reaffirmed this advice in 
August 1980. 

o CASAC has noted the significance of health effects 
produced by combined SOX/PM exposures or with 
pollutants combined witn NOx or o3• 

o The Committee has recommended to the Administrator 
that EPA prepare an integrated and interpretive 
scientific document that reviews the causes and 
effects of acidic deposition. such a document 
should evaluate the state of scientific knowledge 
with regard to precursor emissions, transport of 
acidic compounds, pollutant deposition (both wet and 
dry), and the effects (both measured and potential) 
of acidic deposition. The Administrator has 
reviewed this recommendation and has directed Agency 
staff to prepare such a document, which will be 
reviewed by the Committee. 

o CASAC has suggested the incorporation of information, 
in various criteria documents, on the role of 
hydrocarbons in ozone formation and their role as 
generators of chemical species that also affect 
other atmospheric processes, so that control 
strategies are formulated with the several impacts 
of hydrocarbons in mind. 
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Date 

November 1-2, 1978 

January 29-30, 1979 

January 30-31, 1919 
(CO Subcommittee) 

June 14-15, 1979 

FIGURE 5 

Chronology of CASAC Meetings, Agendas~ and Major RecommendationS 

Agenda Major CASAC Conclusions/Recommendations 

Process of Setting NAAQS and Standards 
Currently Being Developed 

Schedule and Procedures for Preparing 
Criteria Documents 

Development Plan for sox/P.f.1 Criteria 
Document 

Review of NOx criteria document 

Review of CO criteria document 

Revised CO criteria document 

CO Staff Paper 

CASAC endorses joint criteria document approach 

CASAC recommends substanti~l revisions in assess
ments of scientific studies of health and welfare 
effects from NOx• EPA agrees to revise and resubmit 
criteria document for CASAC review~ 

CO Subcommittee advises revision.of·c±iteria 
document to amplify comments on certain issues and 
studies, but Subcommittee is in general agreement 
with criteria document conclusions4 -

CO Subcommittee concludes revised CO criteria 
document is scientifically adequate for standard 
setting. 

1. Critical COHb level reached at 2.7-3.0%. 
2. Modeling techniques acceptable4 
3. Exercise level assumptions reasonable~ 
4. Averaging times appropriate. 
54 Aggravation of angina described as adverse 

health effect. 
6, Use 1979 Aronow passive smoking study in 

considering margin of safety. 

j 
! 
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Date 

June 15-16, 1979 

March 17, 1980 

August 20-22, 1980 

FIGURE 5 (Continued) 

Chronology of CASAC Meetings, Agendas, and Major Recommendations 

Agenda 

Report to CASAC of CO Subcommittee on 
~riteria document and staff p~pe~ ~eviews 

ComMittee ProCedUres 

Review of EPA, :tssuea J?ape;r: 1 '•Facts f'.Ud 
Issues Associ~ted with the Need to 
Develop a Hyd.roca,rbon Cl;'"iteria Dqcumentu 

Briefing by EPA Oxidants Research 
Committee Cochairmen 

SOx/PH Criteria Document Review 

Outlines of staff papers for S02 
and PM 

Major Conclusions/Recommendations 

CASAC authOrizes preparation of.memo to the 
Administrator affirming conclusions of co 
Subcommittee 

CASAC adopts L• closure·~ process • 

CASAC agrees with the conclusion of the EPA issues 
paper that. at ambient levels, HC as a class does 
not cause adverse health or welfare effects~ 
Co~ittCe recommends that individual hydrocarbons 
need careful evaluation, however~ CASAC authorizes 
preparation of a memo to the Administrator summarizing 
its conclusions. 

1. Retain combined SOx/PM criteria document. 
2. Neither BS, COHS, or TSP adequately reflect key 

physical or chemical properties of PM~ inter
conversion among BS, COHS, and TSP is not 
scientifically acceptable, 

3. Adopt guidelines for selection of key epidemio
logical studies. 

4. Short-term peak exposures of S02 of more concern 
than low, chronic level exposures. 

5. Expand acidic deposition research~ EPA should 
prepare separate integrated document on acidic 
deposition. 

6. Revise criteria document and resubmit for CASAC 
review. 

~ 
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Date 

November 13-14, 1980 

February 6, 1981 
(SubcoliUllittee 
on Health Effects 
of N02l 

~larch 10-11, 1981 

FIGURE 5 (Continued) 

Chronology of CAS.AC Meetings, Agendas, and Major Recommendations 

Agenda 

Revised HOx criteria document 

N02 staff paper 

Briefing on proposed revisions 
to ambient CO standard 

1402 staff paper 

Preparation of report to Administrator 
and Congress of principal findings and 
recommendations. 

Hajor Corrclusions/Recomm.endations 

Document adeguately addresses previous CASAC 
criticisms and is scientifically adequate for 
standard setting. Authorization provided to 
inform Administrator of CASAC conclusions through 
preparation of a closure memorandum. 

Welfare effects data adequately presented and 
interpreted. nealth effects studies over
interpreted. Health studies need further discussion 
by CASAC. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

1. 

2. 
l, 

4. 

5' 

6. 

7. 

B. 

No cle~r-cut evidence of ~dverse health effects 
in clinical studies at N02 levels below 1 ppmt 
No single study- seen ~s providin9 a quantitative 
basis for selecting effects levelst EPA should 
draw from a composite of anim~lr clinical, and 
epidemiological data to determine an effects 
level~ 
Subcommittee recognized the need to protect 
against both short and long~term he~lth effects, 
but no consensu~ was drawn on the form of a 
standard~ 
Staff paper will be revised ~nd resubmitted to 
CASAC, 

Re-~f(~rm use of ambient standards to control 
criteria pollutants. 
Expand CASAC review role in NAAQS development~ 
Bstablish new research grant program specifically 
to &upport standards development. 
Strerigthen procedures for development of 
next five-year cycle of criteria documents~ 
Prepare more interpretive criteria documents and 
include discussion of the possible forms, ranges~ 
and numercial values for the standard in the 
staff paper, 
Continue development of risk assessments for use 
in setting stanaards. 
Public participation in CASAC meetings has 
improved tbe NAAQS standard-setting process, 
EPA-CAS~C working relationship ia constructive. 

'· 
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Date 

July 7-9, 19Bl 

FIGURE 5 (Continued] 

Chronology of CASAC Meetings 1 Agendas·, and Major Recommendations 

Agenda Major CD_:!l_clusions/Recomm.endations 

Revised SOx/PM Criteria Document 

Particulate 1'-latter Staff Paper 

1. With revisions suggested by CASAC to be 
incorporated in Vols~ II-Vf and with the 
preparation of a revised Vol. I which the 
Committee will receive by rnaill CASAC agrees 
in principle that the criteria document is 
scientifically adequate for ose in standard 
setting. 

1. CABAC recommends a 10 micrometer size cut for 
a revised ambient particulate standard. 

2. EPA staff should develop a stronger case in 
support of a secondary standard for fine 
particles. 

3. The numerical ranges stated in the staff paper 
are reasonable, but more work is needed to 
supplement epidemiological studies with human 
clinical and animal toxicological data at both 
the upper end and lower end of the ranges~ 

4~ The case for a 3 mile aircraft visibility standard 
has not been made~ 

5, Duplic~tions ?Od incQnsistencies between the staff 
p~per and various sections of the cxlte~i~ dQcUment 
ahould be resolved; also, further modi~ications in 
the c~iteri~ document sug9ested by CASAC should 
result in similar revisions in the staff pap~r. 
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FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND COMMENTS OF THE CLEAN AIR 
SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

1. National Ambient Air Quality Standards 

The Clean Air Act calls for the development and promulgation 
of National Ambient Air Quality Standards for ubiquitous 
pollutants which, in the Administrator's judgment, have adverse 
effects on public health or welfare. The Act also provides for 
the establishment of technology-based emission standards to 
control pollutants. Thus, Congress decided to utilize two 
distinctive yet complementary approaches to standards for 
pollution control, i.e., an ambient standards approach to be 
implemented by the states, and a technology performance approach, 
utilizing emission standards, to be applied to selected categories 
of mobile and stationary sources. Hazardous pollutants are to be 
controlled through emission standards applied to both existing and 
new sources. 

Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. Ambient 
air quality standards are most appropriate for pollutants which 
originate from numerous, varied, and widespread sources such as 
furnaces for heat and power production. They are also useful for 
pollutants such as ozone and nitrogen dioxide which form in the 
atmosphere. ~chnology-based emission standards are most 
appropriate for new sources, which can more readily apply the 
latest control technology, and for sources of hazardous air 
pollutants, where the major sources are limited in number and 
readily identifiable. 

National Ambient Air Quality Standards are an effective way 
of controlling atmospheric levels of pollutants such as carbon 
monoxide and sulfur dioxide which are directly emitted from a 
variety of sources of different types. Conventional emission 
standards, alone, would not be sufficient for the control of 
atmospheric levels of such pollutants, whose concentrations are 
superimposed in the atmosphere. 

National Ambient Air Quality Standards are also a reasonable 
way of controlling pollutants formed in the atmosphere, such as 
ozone and other photochemical oxidants and nitrogen dioxide. In 
principle, the control of emissions of the precursors of such 
pollutants should be sufficient to limit atmospheric levels of the 
reaction products to any prescribed level. However, the available 
models relating air quality to emission sources are not good 
enough to use emission standards by themselves to protect air 
quality for pollutants formed in the atmosphere. 

For some pollutants, both approaches are utilized 
simultaneously. Emission controls on motor vehicles are needed to 
approach or achieve the ambient air quality standards for carbon 
monoxide and ozone, whose atmospheric concentrations are primarily 
attributable to motor vehicle emissions. In the areas where the 
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standards are exceeded, other control approaches can be utilized 
to supplement the emissions controls, such as restrictions on 
motor vehicle usage, mandatory inspection and maintenance of 
control device performance, etc. This may be preferable and more 
cost effective than a uniform, national tightening of the 
performance requirements for emission controls. 

The NAAQS's need to be periodically reviewed to determine 
whether they are adequate in form or numerical values to protect 
the public health and welfare. The five-year review cycle 
established by the 1977 Clean Air Act Amendments is an appropriate 
time frame in relation to the rate of advance of the pertinent 
scientific data bases. 

2. Current Limitations on the Role of CASAC in Reviewing Ambient 
Air Quallty Standards 

Most of CASAC's efforts, to date, have been devoted to the 
review of draft criteria documents, one of its major 
responsibilities as established by statute. To bridge the gap 
between the large volumes of scientific data summarized in the 
criteria documents and the critical evaluation of these data 
needed by the Administrator in developing a standard, the EPA's 
Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards (OAQPS) has prepared 
a "staff paper" for each criteria pollutant. The staff paper 
discusses those data, cited in the criteria document, which OAQPS 
believes provide the best scientific basis for a standard. At the 
request of OAQPS, CASAC has also reviewed its staff papers. The 
CASAC input to the standard-setting process has, to date, been 
largely limited to these document reviews, which are part of the 
overall process illustrated in Figure 6. In this figure, CASAC's 
input is included in the two boxes labelled "Public and Scientific 
Peer Review." 

Following the review of a criteria document and its 
associated staff paper by CASAC, OAQPS prepares a Regulatory 
Decision Package (RDP) which, for the first time, addresses the 
issue of one or more numerical values for the air quality 
standard. EPA has not sought CASAC advice on the RDP perhaps 
because it believes that CASAC input at this stage would involve 
the Committee in policy as opposed to scientific issues and would 
limit the freedom of the Administrator to select the form and/or 
the numerical values of the proposed standards. 

CASAC believes that EPA should take more advantage of 
CASAC's extensive knowledge of pollutant effects gained through 
its reviews of the criteria document and staff paper. CASAC does 
not seek to select the form or values of the standard. That is 
the responsibility of the Administrator. However, CASAC believes 
that the Administrator can benefit from its advice on the 
implications of alternative forms and values of the standard to 
public health, environmental quality, and the technological 
feasibility of monitoring and controls. 
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Although CASAC can comment on the proposed standard after it 
has been published in the Federal Register, EPA's credibility 
would be damaged unnecessarily by public criticism from CASAC on a 
proposed standard. In addition, CASAC's input on the RDP would 
improve the scientific quality of decisionmaking on NAAQS. 

To summarize, CASAC believes that it should review RDP's in 
the current, uncompleted round of NAAQS reviews. If, however, 
there are legal or scheduling impediments to its participation in 
the review of the RDP in this round, CASAC believes that these 
impediments should be removed, so that it can contribute to future 
reviews. 

3. Need for Long-Term Commitment to Research in Support of Air 
Quality Standards Development 

In recent CASAC reviews of the air quality criteria 
documents, it became clear that major gaps remain in current 
knowledge about the nature of the health effects, the dose
response relationships and the temporal and spatial variations in 
the concentrations of criteria air pollutants. Furthermore, for 
pollutant classes such as NOx and so , there are major 
temporal and spatial variations in tfie proportions present as 
vapors and those present as particles. Some of these chemicals 
are primary pollutants (e.g., NO and so2) which serve as 
precursors for atmospheric transformations to more toxic 
pollutants (e.g., No 2 and H2so4), which in turn are 
transformed to less toxic pollutants (NH4No3 ,(NH4 ) 2so4J. 
For the pollutant class known as particulate matter wnich includes 
secondary aerosols resulting from the oxidation of NOx and sox 
as well as ash, soil, diesel exhaust particles, etc., there are 
substantial variations in particle size distribution and trace 
cocontaminants which affect health and welfare. 

The gaps in our knowledge make the selection of NAAQS's very 
difficult. In the face of the scientific uncertainties, the 
Administrator may feel impelled to utilize a greater margin of 
safety in selecting an NAAQS than would be necessary and prudent 
if there were a more adequate and reliable scientific data base. 
An excessively stringent NAAQS can impose enormous incremental 
societal costs in terms of the installation and maintenance of 
emission controls, additional monitoring of ambient air, and 
governmental enforcement activities. 

The information gaps can be addressed by research programs 
which focus on the critical scientific questions. However, some 
of the information needs identified in the recent round of 
criteria document reviews are too large to be readily filled by 
short-term, highly targeted research projects. There is a need 
for long-term programs which enlist a broad range of investigators 
willing to make a continuing commitment to research in areas 
related to setting ambient standards. 
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A long-term commitment of support by EPA is essential to an 
effective program. It not only takes time to formulate programs 
designed to address some of the complex issues in standards 
development, but it takes time, even for the best investigators, 
to develop the background, specialized techniques, and 
perspectives needed to perform the series of experiments and 
studies which can resolve these issues. In the past, crash 
programs have been initiated only two years or less before the 
data were needed for decisions. Such a time frame makes it 
difficult to enlist the services of the kinds of research talents 
needed .. to address the fundamental questions. Some of the research 
needs which face EPA today were apparent when the initial air 
qual.i ty criteria documents were prepared in 1969. These 
information gaps might have been resolved had there been a 
commitment of resources guided by a standards development policy 
and overseen by a suitable group of senior scientific advisors. 

EPA does have mechanisms for performing and supporting 
research needed for ambient air quality standards development. 
Intramural research performed in its Health Effects Research 
Laboratory and Environmental Sciences Research Laboratory has 
made, and will continue to make, important contributions. In 
addition, some of the newly created university-based EPA-sponsored 
research centers have program elements Which involve research 
related to the development of NAAQS's. Unfortunately, these 
various research activities, valuable and important as they are, 
fall short in terms of developing the broad scientific data base 
needed for establishing NAAQS's which are both cost-effective and 
protective of human health and environmental quality. Such 
research cannot, by itself, do the job because it is too 
restricted in scope and level of effort. It fails to enlist the 
talents of the larger scientific community, especially in terms of 
support of innovative, investigator-initiated research of the type 
supported by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the 
National Science Foundation (NSF). Some support for research 
related to the development of NAAQS is available from NIH and NSF, 
but these agencies tend not to support research perceived as 
"practical" or program-oriented, preferring studies perceived as 
"basic research." 

EPA is an agency which always has been and probably always 
will be on the· "firing line. 0 Public and Congressional pressures 
cause it to divert funds and personnel to investigate and control 
the 0 crisis-of-the-month." There is, therefore, concern about its 
ability to effectively manage long-term research programs. On the 
other hand, EPA is the logical fed~ral agency to support long-term 
research on standards development, since standards development 
will continue to be a major statutory responsibility of the 
Agency. 

A. Effective Patterns of Research Support 

There are several patterns of long-term research support 
within and outside of EPA which provide proven mechanisms for a 
research program in support of standards development. Within EPA, 
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there is the highly successful peer review grants program which 
was initiated about two years ago, In this system, the Agency has 
soliciten the submission of investigator-initiated research grant 
applications directed at specific broad categories of Agency 
program needs. These grant applications are evaluated for 
scientific merit by a review panel composed primarily of academic 
researchers, but also including some EPA research personnel. 
There are currently four panels and they meet three times each 
year. In the first full year of application, the panels reviewed 
658 grant applications and approved 207 of them. Those that were 
approved were given a scientific rating. These ratings and the 
relevance of the research to EPA program needs were evaluated by 
Agency personnel in deciding which of the approved grants to fund. 
Of the approved grants , 10 3 were funded. 

The EPA extramural grants program is similar to, and in many 
respects is patterned after, the highly successful extramural 
grants programs of the National Institutes of Health. In terms of 
the scientific peer review procedures, there are not important 
differences; those differences that do exist are reasonable given 
the differing responsibilities of the agencies. On the other hand, 
in terms of the secondary reviews, there are substantial and 
significant differences. Each NIH Institute (NCI, NIEHS, etc.) 
has a scientific council composed of extramural senior scientists. 
Each council meets three times a year to evaluate the grants 
assigned to that Institute and previously reviewed by one of the 
discipline-oriented peer review panels (study sections). They 
weigh the scientific merits of each grant, as outlined to them in 
the summary statements prepared by the study section, and the 
relevance of the proposed work to the mission of that particular 
Institute. As Institute advisors are not employees, they can and 
do take a long-range view of the needs of the Institute program. 

By contrast, the summary statements prepared by the program 
area peer review panels of EPA (review panels) are reviewed by 
Agency scientists, who are, of necessity, more influenced by 
perceived short-term needs of the Agency and whose perspectives 
may be more limited than those who would be chosen to serve on an 
NIH-type council. 

A further critical difference is the length of time that 
research support can be committed. NIH Councils can make five
year commitments of support for approved research grants (subject, 
of course, to continued funding of the Institute by Congress). On 
the other hand, EPA is limited by Congress to funding research 
projects for a maximum of two years. 

B. Need for a Special Long-~rm Commitment for Support of 
Research on Standards 

Many research programs in support of standards development 
need a commitment of more than two years, and mechanisms should be 
established to permit such support. Also, recommendations about 
which of the peer-review approved grants to fund should be made by 
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a group of senior scientists who have broad perspectives of the 
needs of the standards program and who are not influenced by the 
short-term program needs and budgetary exigencies of the Agency. 
Therefore, our key recommendation for improvement in the support 
of research for standards development is the creation of a Council 
for Research on Ambient Standards Develo ment to oversee the 
research to be supported on a ong term and continuing basis by a 
specific line appropriation separate and independent of other EPA 
research programs. 

It may be desirable to constitute this Council as a 
subcommittee or affiliate of CASAC since CASAC has the necessary 
program perspectives and intimate familiarity with the research 
needs in support of standards acquired in the course of its 
reviews of the criteria documents. CASAC's major concern, 
however, is not that it be involved in the activities of the 
Council, but that such a mechanism be created to assure timely 
delivery of scientific results. This mechanism could also be 
helpful in communicating research needs to EPA, the Office of 
Management and Budget, and the Congress to help in their budgetary 
analyses. 

Our specific recommendations for a new extramural research 
program to support the development of ambient air quality 
standards are summarized in figure 7. 

4. Pre aration of the 
Crtterta Documents 

The preparation of the current round of criteria documents 
and staff papers was not always expeditious and efficient. Some 
of these documents will be completed after the December 31, 1980 
deadline specified in the 1977 Clean Air Act Amendments, and they 
will cost much more to prepare than had been anticipated. 
Furthermore, the form and content of some initial drafts were 
deficient. Some of the problems in schedule resulted from 
litigation and were, therefore, beyond the direct control of EPA. 
However, the problems of form and content were primarily derived 
from the EPA's conception of the documents. 

EPA staff are already well aware of most of CASAC's concerns 
and have already initiated procedures to improve the development of 
the next five-year cycle of air quality criteria documents. The 
following represents CASAC's recommendations for the revised 
procedures which the Environment Criteria and Assessment Office 
should continue to implement in the preparation of criteria 
documents. 

Recommendations: 

A. Identification of Critical Issues to be Addressed by 
Crtteria Documents 

1. ECAO and OAQPS should prepare a compilation of the 
critical unresolved issues relative to the setting of an 
NAAQS for each of the criteria pollutants. For a given 
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FIGURE 7 

I~ Suggested Mechanisms for Support of Research 

1~ Solicitation of long-term (up to 5 years) research grant applications (patterned after the systems used by NIH, 
i.e., Reques~ for Application (RFA), based upon broad description of research needs). 

2. Peer Review oX applications by current EPA supported Review Panels, or by special revie~ panel with similar 
qualifications, providing summary statement on approval and priority score or disapproval~ 

3~ Review of summary statements by a Council for Research on Ambient Standards Development for relevance to standards 
setting (similar to the advisory role of an NIH Counci 1 in the NIU Grants Program~. 

4. EPA commitment to continuing support of the approval applications for up to 5 years, contingent upon 
satisfactory progress~ 

II. Major Areas of Needed Research for Ambient Standards Development 

1~ Fundamental Studies of Exposure-Response for Criteria Pollutants 
a. Animal toxicology--short-term and chronic exposures 
b. Clinical studies--short-term exposures of human volunteers 
c. Population studies--epidemiology of exposed humans 

2. Fundamental Studies of Atmospheric Composition 
a. Primary pollutants--temporal and spatial distributions downwind of sources and potenti~l for population 

exposure · 
b. Atmospheric transformations--temporal and spatial distributions of secondary pollutants, their chemical and 

physical properties, and their atmospheric lifetimes under various conditions of temperaturef humidity, 
actinic radiation, transport, etc. 

c. Spatial variations within an airshed 
1. center city vs. suburb 
2. ground level vs. elevated sites 
3. outdoor vs. indoor 

3. Development and Improvement of Air Sarnple~s, Monitors and Devices for Determining Personal Exposures 

a. Samples for size-selective sampling of aerosols--for both fixed station and personal s~mpling 
b. Improved samplers and/or monitors for reactive species, such as H2S04~ N02 1 HN03 1 volatile and/or reactive 

organics in or on aerosol particles and in gases- etc. 
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pollutant the list should be prepared as soon as reasonably 
possible after the completion of each criteria document and 
standard for the pollutant. In this manner, the lists can 
guide EPA's research program in support of standards 
development, as well as take advantage of the staff's 
familiarity with the issues acquired during the preparation 
of the criteria documents. 

2. The critical issues lists should be refined in 
consultation with CASAC. 

3. At the beginning of each five-year review cycle of a 
criteria document, ECAO should conduct a public workshop to 
develop, update, and refine the critical issues to be 
addressed in preparing the criteria document. The workshop 
panel should include a cross-section of scientists and 
engineers having broad perspective and experience in the 
field, and should not exceed twenty-five. The workshop 
should develop a concise summary and list of 
recommendations. 

B. Assignment of Responsibilities for Producing a Criteria 
Document 

1. ECAO, with the advice of CASAC, should identify one 
or more individuals having the appropriate background and 
perspective to serve as the Criteria Document Manager (CDM). 
This person should spend full-time on this activity, on 
leave of absence from his or her permanent position within 
EPA, or from a university on a leave of absence and on 
temporary EPA assignment. 

2. The CDM, appointed by ECAO, should prepare a document 
outline and identify suitable authors for the chapters in 
the document. 

3. The CDM should coordinate development of the 
individual chapter outlines for addressing the critical 
issues with the chapter authors. 

C. Review and Revision of Draft Criteria Document 

1. The initial draft should be reviewed at a public 
workshop including the CDM and the chapter authors. 

2. The chapters should he revised by the authors to 
incorporate the input from the authors' workshop. 

3. The revised draft of the document should then be 
reviewed at a workshop attended by the participants in the 
original critical issues workshop. 

4. The document should be revised by ECAO to incorporate 
the input of the critical issues workshop panel and be 
issued as the first external review draft. 



5. OAOPS shouln prepare a staff paper to highlight the 
critical issues and information identified in the external 
review draft which provide a scientific basis for proposal 
of an air guality standard by the Administrator. 

6. The external review draft, and changes in the 
document which ECAO plans to make as the result of public 
comments, should be reviewed by CASAC. 

7. The criteria document should be revised, as 
necessary, to obtain closure by CASAC. 

5. Form and Content of Ambient Air Quality Criteria Documents and 
Staff Papers 

The 1970 Clean Air Act specifies that criteria documents 
must contain the latest scientific knowledge useful in indicating 
the kind and extent of all identifiable effects on public health 
and welfare. The criteria documents prepared by the Environmental 
Criteria and Assessment Office of EPA during the current review 
cycle have been criticized by CASAC as being overly inclusive 
compilations of all available data on the subject pollutant, much 
of which is of little relevance to standard-setting. The 
documents, while massive, have been lacking in many kinds of 
informed commentary and critical interpretation which are needed 
by the Administrator in setting standards. CASAC recognizes that 
all pertinent studies dealing with specific pollutant effects must 
at least be identified in the criteria document. However, the 
document should contain a judicious selection of studies for 
extended discussion with an emphasis upon significant studies or 
studies of high scientific quality. The remaining studies could 
be referenced in a bibliography. EPA has agreed in principle with 
this recommendation for development of the next five-year cycle of 
criteria documents. 

If the criteria document were so restructured there would be 
less need for interpretation of the scientific data base in the 
staff paper. The staff paper could then be expanded to include a 
discussion of the possible forms and ranges of numerical values 
for the standard and the implications of each of the alternatives 
for the protection of the public health and welfare. 

6. Risk Analysis and Air Quality Standards 

In carrying out the Clean Air Act requirement to develop 
ambient air quality standards, EPA must evaluate the "latest 
scientific knowledge useful in indicating the kind and extent of 
all identifiable effects on public health and welfare which may be 
expected from the presence" of pollutants in the ambient air. 
Pursuant to this Congressional mandate the Agency must also set 
the standards to protect against adverse effects, protect 
persons in sensitive groups, and include an adequate margin of 
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safety to protect against effects which have not yet been 
uncovered by research and effects whose meoical significance is a 
matter of scientific uncertainty. 

One approach that has evolved to address these issues is 
known as risk analysis. Risk analysis is a methodology used to 
determine the probability that specified events will occur given 
particular concentration levels of pollutants, and it attempts to 
define the significance of the consequences to public health and 
welfare following such occurrences. It consists of scientific 
data collection; assessment of the probabilities of risk based 
upon available scientific data; and the evaluation of risks based 
upon their probabilities as governed by the risk assessmens 
process and their value as determined by the policymaker. 

EPA has initiated a Risk Analysis Program in its Strategies 
and Air Standards Division (SASD) to evaluate alternative risk 
assessment methods with the aim of eventually incorporating risk 
analysis into the process for setting ambient air quality 
standards. A Subcommittee on Health Risk Assessment of the 
Science Advisory Board has recommended that SASD develop and 
•establish the credibility" of these methods, and it is currently 
advising that office on the identification and review of 
alternative risk assessment approaches. 

CASAC recommends that EPA should continue its efforts to 
apply risk analysis in assessing and quantifying the range of 
public health effects produced by exposure to individual or 
combined class(es) of air pollutants. Such scientific/decision 
analysis technique(s) offer promise in defining which of the range 
of air pollution effects are adverse. By asking alternative sets 
of questions of available scientific data, risk analysis could 
assist the Administrator and the general public in evaluating 
uncertainties in the medical evidence and would indicate more 
explicitly the health risks associated with alternative standards. 
The Committee also recommends that it be periodically briefed on 
the degree of the Agency's progress toward incorporating risk 
analysis into the standard-setting process. 

7. Public Participation in Scientific Reviews 

Throughout all of its meetings, CASAC has invited the 
participation of individuals and groups representing the public. 
Their input, in the form of formal presentations as well as more 
informal question and answer sessions with the Committee and EPA 
staff, has considerably enhanced the quality of the scientific 
dialogue on issues of national concern. Committee meetings have 

4 For a recent discussion of the role of risk analysis in 
standard-setting see Richard Wilson and Joseph J. Harrington "The 
Role of Risk Analysis in Setting Ambient Air Quality Standards,• 
Business Roundtable Air Quality Project, Vol. I. 
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provided a forum for the exchange of sometimes differing views. By 
engaging in these discussions with CASAC and the public, EPA staff 
have had to defend their assumptions and their interpretations of 
scientific data and issues. The result has, we believe, enhanced 
the decisionmaking process. 

These discussions have not occurred without a certain amount 
of confusion or frustration, particularly when legal conflicts 
have surfaced which have affected the Committee's work. CASAC, 
however, is committed to the public review process and it 
reaffirms its policy of liberal participation by interested 
members of the public. 

8. The Working Relationship Between EPA and CASAC 

An effective working relationship has developed between EPA 
and CASAC. Through the closure statement the Agency depends upon 
CASAC to advise it on the scientific adequacy of criteria 
documents and staff papers. Closure thus provides a strong 
incentive for cooperation between the Agency and the Committee. A 
similar incentive is needed for the Agency to seek CASAC advice on 
the scientific adequacy of standards. 
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tiNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

ADVISORY COMMI'l"rEE CHAR'rER 

ORGANIZATION ANO FUNCTIONS - COMMI'l"l!EES, BOARDS, PANELS AND COUNCILS 

CLEAN AIR SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY COMMI'l"l!EE 

OF 'l'BE SCIENCE ADVrSORY BOARD 

l. t>fJRPOSE. This charter is reissued for the Clean ~ Scientific 
Advisory Committee (of the science Advisory Board) in accordance with 
the l;'e~ements of section 9(c) of the Federal Advisory ccmnuttee 
Act, 5 u.s.c. (App. I) 9(c). 

2. ADTHORI'l'Y. The CQDmli ttee is authol:'ized undel:' section 109 of the 
Clean Ail:' Act, as amended on August 7, l977, (42 tr.s.c. 7401 et seq.). 

l. OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE OF ACTIVITY. The Committee shall provide 
independent advice on the scientific and technical <~.spects of issues 
l:'elated to the cl:'itel:'ia for ail:' qw~lity sta.nd<ll:'da, l:'ese<ll:'dl l:'ela=d, . 

· to ail:' quality, sources .of ail:' .pollution, ....nd the stt<~.tegies to 
attain and mai.nt<lin ail:' qw~lity stand<ll:'ds and to pl:'event s;ignifioant 
detel:'iorat:!.on of ail:' quality. 'l'he Cellllllittee shall hold meetinqs, 
pe:rfo= studies, make necessary site visits and undel:'take ethel:' 
activities necessal;'y to meet its responsibilities. The Committee 
will coordinate its activities with ethel:' committees of the Science 

·Advisory Board and may, as it deems appl:'opri.ate, utilize the 
expe>:t:ise of ethel:' committees and members of the Science Advisory 
Board. Establishment of s~commi.ttees is authorized fol:' any purpose 
consistent with this chal:'tel:'. 'l'he Committee will l:'epol:'t to the 
Administtator of the u.s. Environmental Protection Agency. 

~. FUNCTIONS. The Com=ittee will review criteria documents for air 
quality st<~.nd<ll:'ds and will provide independent scientific advice in 
response to the Agency's request and, as required by the Clean Air Act 
Amendments of 1977, it shall: 

!' 

-Not latel:' than January l, l980, and at five-year intervals 
thereafter, complete a review of the Cl:'itel:'i.a published undel:' 
section lOS of the Clean Ail:' Act <lnd the national prima.l:y and 
secondary ~ient air quality standards and recommend to the 
Administtator any new national ambient air quality standards or 
revision of existing criteria and stand<ll:'ds as may be apprcpl:'iate, 

Initiated by: PM-213 
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE CHARTER 

Advise the Administrator of areas where additiona1 know1edge is 
required concerning the adequacy and basis of existing, new, or 
revised nationa1 ambient air qua1ity standards, 

- Describe the research efforts necessary to provide the required 
,information, 

- Advise the Administrator on the re1ative contribution to air 
po11ution concentrations of natural as well as anthropogenic 
activity, and 

Advi"Se the Administrator of any adverse publ.ic heal.th, we1fare, 
social., econoudc, or energy effects which llllilY resul.t from various 
strategies for attainment and llllilintenance of such national 
ambient air quality standards. 

5. COMPOSITION liND MEETINGS. The Administrator will appoint a Chairman 
and six members including at least one member of the National Academy of 
Sciences, one physici<Ul, and one person representing State air pol1ution 
control agencies for terms up to four years. Members shall be persons 
who have demonstrated high levels of competence, knowledge, and expertise 
in .scientific/technical fields .relevant to air pollution and air quality 
issues. Members of the Committee become members of the Science A&risory 
Board, and'the Chairman of the Committee, or his designee, shall serve as 
a member of the Executive committee of the Science Aavisory Board. The 
committee wil1 meet three to six times per year. A ful.l-tilne salaried 
officer or emp1oyee of the Agency will be present at all meetings and is 

'authorized to adjourn any such meeting whenever this official determines 
it to be in the public interest. support sha11 be provided by EPA through 
the offices of the· Science Advisory Board. The estimated annua1 operating 
cost will not exceed $150,000 and two work-years of staff support. 

6. DURATION. i'he committee will be needed on a continuing basis. This 
charter wUl be effective 1.1ntil August 7, 1983, at which time the Committee 
ch~er may be renewed for another two-year period. 

JUN Z 6 1981 
Approval Date Administrator 

Date Filed with Congress 
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UN!~ S'i A i ;..S :.NV1l"!ONM£N"i Al. ?RO I .::.\..I !ON AGE-ICY 
WASJo!ING"l"QN. 0.1:. 2C46C 

June 14, 1979 

SUSJ~: Re!;...'"lllllenaec! ProC!Ilures for Invoivinq the Clean Air Sc:ie::t:ific: 
Ac!visai"Y Camtit:e (D.SAC) in t::le Review PMQ:!SS for riat:iona1 
Am::lient Air Qua. Hey· s-:anaa.ras 

FROM: ~~r 0. Grant, Ph.D. 
Oi l"'!!!:"'~r, :.11vi rorummt cr. "teri a and Assess:~ent O~i 0'!. 
OfflC2 r:;f Researc.'l and. OeveTo~ 

MT-. Jose!lh P ac!l;!et: 
.O:iree-~r. Stntal;!ies and. Air Stand.a.r-'_s Division 
Offl = af Air Qua.l iey ?1anning and. Stand.a.rds 

Mr. ie!'"'I"Y F. Yosie 
Staff OfflC2l"', C1e:m Air Sc:ie."lt~fic Ad.viso-:-y C=m:l!i~ 
Sci e."lCl!l. Acivi so T"J' aaa~ 

!n~c!l!don 

E:?A :>::ff have he-ld. seven1 d"isc::ssiCliS' as a fll11QW-~ to the January 
s;.a;c:.s;.c ~tinq c:nc:2rning possible ways for CASAC to b~ il'!VC1ved. in 
the ~view ;~roc::!lls for riati cna 1 All!Ci ~ A.i r Qua 1 i ey Stand.a.r-'-s ( NAAQS) • 
Tnis me!!lCT""..nc!um ~ll""..a.i ns a. 1 i st oi PMl?OSai s anc! pl"'C2dl.l:-...s al"l"i vee! at 
.:Urrng thesa d.i sc-.:ssi ons • We i!.r"! hopefU 1 tna.t a~ c:an be l'Sc.'lec! wit:: 
~'t:a!!! l!lemDI!l"S on t.'Ie C.."'ll~ of t.'Iese ))roposals at -::!'le fu. _,cm"fng 
~~~eSt:ing ci CASAC. 

E?A is ~ui '!"'!!c! to review anc! ~vi sa, 'if necassary , e=.CI ll~ evl!!".f 
five yean. Tne c:ll"l"'"..nt sei'Ie.dl.l1 e fur proposal of a revi sec!. s W:cal":i, or 
!"'!!affi'Miat:ion of an e:dsting one, is as fo1icws: 

OJ 
MO? 
l'ai :.;c:~lats 
StJ.z 

'A.uqust liiS 
Mavemiler 197i 
May 1980 
May 1960 

?'\"':::llllgation wouic! oc-·:- six 1110rrtns ai'::r pl"'pesa1. These sc:~1es 
incluae t":me for SAS/CASAC ~ ~view tile e:-i~ria C:ac::::le!l~ in a ;:ui::lic =et-:n;, 
wi':!l a c=nt:ingeney aTlcwec! for a sec=nd meeting ... i-f n~<>c!.. A.c:::O:'!nq ~ 
oe C1 e=.,., Air· Ac: Amendlr.la!'l~ o.7 1977 , the reviews must ::e = 1 e~. i . e. 
a l"evt sec!. s-..a...,c!are PT"'ll!U i ;::tt-2!1. ( i 7 n~) , =Y D~er S1 , 1 SEll. 

Tne Sci enca Advisory aoal"'! nas !l i ayec! a kay !"0 1 e 7or sQ!Ie time in 
ar.suMng -=:a-= !..,e =i~ria Ccse.."'!t is s=1er:-=-r.:;a11y ariee:ua~ f:!" s~,=ar-: 
sac_;n-g... However~ t:':e SAB has net ~a.~c:.O:;r..ad. 1:: !:le t""!!!Zindsr of :,a 
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s=mda~..s deve1clmel'!t pl"''C$S. Wit.i t:le es~lishme.'lt of t:le C1~ Air 
Scientific Advisory Co!mrit--'"!!, ;nandat.."!! by Conr..ss, wen~ ttl deveiop 
'llith c;.sAC pro~ciu~s ~ define wilat CASAC should M!View, t.ie t'JPe of 

.... 

ou-:;~ to M!SU 1 t from such M!Vi ews , ana how t.iese M!vi ews can be ac:::::m:c 1 i shed. 
c:::nsis~t wid! Congrll!ss.iona11y mandata!! time scheaules. · 

i='o!" t:le pur-;:oses of ai seJ.Ssi on , :he NAAQS s~dal"'ls deve 1 opmerrt procass 
on· be aivideci. i!T"..o t:le following. c:=onents. eadl of witidl we suggest be 
=sideM!d fo!" CASAC M!view: · 

r. Cl""f tart a dl:c=:errt 
Z.. !.m;l1ic:z::ions ft:r st:!.'ldal"'l sacing of critical hea1t.'l rtud.ias 

. l. Risk assesSlllell-c 
4. Regu1ator7 analysis ec-nc:nic, enviro!llllen'bl, energy, t::O:an i!lld. 

c::=lW!i't'/ · imca=s 
S. Ove~n S"i::!lldal"'ls aeveiopmel'!t method.clQ<JY 

r.,voh~ of ~C in eadl of cese. c::mp~ is dis::::ssed below. 

The M!View. of criteria do=e.'lts is a. t:-ad.it'ionai fundon of the 
S<=ie.'lc;:; AciviSOl"'J aoar-l (nc-.r t:le SAB/~C) and a1l"'"_ac!y has ben intlg:-at..=d 
in-c: tile s'i2llc!a:rtis deveiOtnne.'lt soed.uie_ One sionificant issue t:!:la:: 
l"l!!llllins t::l be l""..SQ1ve<i. hewevel", is· t.'le ~roao ·by which the E:lvirozmetr.:: 
Cn-:eria Assassmen-.: Offle!- ~ives sana wri~ a.ssessnent f1-::m CAS1d: 
=al"::ing the ·=~t and qua1ity of a cri":::::ria doallllelt fo!" tts t:Se in 
=~ develo~'lt. This. issue can· be- tem.ed. "dosu~•. C1osun 
M!OT"'..Sents a •se!lSe of t!le c::nmit-~· ae~nation t:r::ton t:te scienti'fic· 
~J cf a. e:-itaria do~ fol" l"egtt]atory pu~oses at a s;:~fic point 
in ~lll!, base!± upon t.'le i!Tfo'l':lll!.tion cr.-..nt1y available. C1osure is inW:.'laed 
~ sUr::tp 1 emen-: o-:."ler fo'M:Il: of C:: anne i i ng aavi ~ such as t:-anscri pts, inciivi aua 1 
nc""..:!l!, and offieia1 or.:rt-:=-..2!! lllinut=s. The oven11 Plll?OSe of elasure, 
t:leM!foM!, is tc ensu~ t:la't tl'!e c:=mmi-::--- has given ax!l'1icit wri ~t:~~ acivic:!! 
c:mcel'Tlina a cM-taria ao=nt so tila": in t:le ft.t::::re t.'le ~-;-.... ~'s ':lositicn 
wiil not be l!lisuncien-..ooci. =oociieci within ~e =~t: of closlln! is· t.'la-.:. 
wi'le.'l nect!ssary, im1ivi dua 1 c=nmri ~· llle!llbers = su=mt't wri't:m! llli nor! ty 
~or:: if they ciisa~ with all or pa~ of" t:le ftli1 =n~ M!?O~. A 
sa.>lse of tile c::nmi~ r!!?Ql"t' wot:ld tle signe<:l bY' the e.iair:nan a.nd s-.:aff 
offi~r-

Sam! ad.diti·onal s~ons fer ilow tl1e c1osur-: pl"":)asz arigii::O be
ac:=mpli:she!l. aM!· included. =nq be ~oencied. ma:~Ma1s witio SU!CIIIitM%2 
t:le si::: phases now ~;a 11 y i nvo 1-ved. in -::.'le ;ll"e::Janti on anci !'!!view of 
cri 'taM a :ioc;:;ll:!!n':l. The 1 ast: t!lre= phases out 1i neci in the a® ended 
S'.Jll!IIU"J e:::ncsl"!l s=s invol v~ in r:!'!e ~~l'T!a 1 M!View cf the CQ'7'Ullle-'lts. 
This incluru, as india~. uncier ?has<! IV, SAS/CASAC M!V'iew of any 
ini:'fal a.x~ma.l d.raft of a Ccc:.:me.'tt~ .A1sw., a.s inciiC!.~~ ~e!""! .. i-: W<Juld. 
oe ~ef-..:i = l'lave ~ t.ie. SAS/CASAC, cr one of its sub=it-~ oar-ed 
wi"::l -:!':e M!Vi e\'1 , a fo~ i ~ff M!PO~ wi'l'i e.'l aeta i 1 s tile ~n-: t: wi'li ~ 
t:la ,.. .:"':""~e-o7-0e-w-i"to.1e or st::cm:rtt-..ae Qne.:::: wit:t the· orrta."'t"::S anC. 
=ciusiens a-f t."le :o~-2-'"L't anci witio ais:: ;:oin-::s cut any s::eO:::::fi~ Ql:j~ons: 
01'"' prtil1el!IS ~~~n; tile ~~l"!lai ani"! ... Phase V, foilowinq "::te initial 
s.:.a;c:.s:.:.c mee'Cin;, wou i a involve: (1) !'!!Vision of oe do~.=:e.or: by ~A/'E:;.O 
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in l""'-S~onse t1:1 tl'le paints or issues :-aised by t!le putl1i<: i!nd tlle SAS/CASAC 
in c:mnenting on ti'le ex-..2rnal anft, and (Z) I"'!Sutlmit:al of the acc:JIIIent -=: 
SAS/CASAC for fur:ile!' evaluation. flhase V!, it is suggestlld, should involve: 
(1) individUal SAB/CASAC ammi*e memaen c::nveying their impT""'...ssi-cns of 
-=!le ~vised Coe:JII!!!nt t:1 the dlairman and (Z) the c!lai rman .. upon ae~r.:rirting 
tile avera11 se.rtSe of the c=mmittee, t:ilen initiating ap;~r-::pl"ia'tl! fur-:!ler 
stsps, a. g. , ca 11tng far" aturtller SAa/CASAC putl1 i c: revi 1!!\11 lllel!ti ng or ;m!l'al'a
ticn af a 'final =mmi~ r-aport. A ;:r-::pnsed fur.::at ful" ammi~ r-a~cl"tS, 
in~luct~ng pal"":i<::l1ar issues 01" ouesticns that we 'feel should be fuasea on in 
:.'leir eva1uat.icns, is· inc1ucieti on page th~ of t!'le Appenai_x. 

F'l~e- nata t!le tilll!! pel"iads t!ll!.t we estimate shcu1ci be usccil!.tad wi'th 
ac:::lmP1ishing aac:it af tile si:: phases. ln or:er to expeaita -:.~:te pr-::O!S:s of 
c::r= 1 eti ng t:le fi na i tll~e phases .. we sugges": t!lat a~ be 1"'9ciled 
!:eeveen ~A ana SAS/CASAC rega~i.ng a maximum time within whid! wl"i l.!m 
e=mrlt--= rep-crts w<Julci be filed fa11owing any public: review meeting on 
i ni -ei a 1 e:ctarna i d.:-a* of the cior:Jmen"'..s or tllei r fi na 1 <::mrt t:ae reports 
regar:iing later, revised versions of' ®ellllen-tS !"'"..Sutlmitt:!d at tlle end of 
?hase V. i='l"'eVision of the SA6/CASAC e=i~ re:;:~cl"":S t1:1 El'A wit:t'in a 
re1atively sl'lor-=, l)ut reasonabie .;n:s 'fl""..me, is C"Ucia! in o~er tl:l ensu" 
that the Agency ~ be ru-s:ponsive ~ !he advisory group and yet s-:111 
Q~~P.leu oe ~~ria ~cc:m:'e!lts. i!lld other. subs~el'lt: st.2!)S in ':!le s~di!.ru 
cie'le i o!)'mel!t proass in time 1 y fu.l:!i on so as to meet C=Tigl""-SSi ana 11 y-.'llaltdi!.tai:i 
01"' Qur.--or:lel"ed aeadJines. 

!~iie.!~ions 'fol" Stznda~ Se~nc af Cri~c:al Hea1o Studies 

Fo11 ~ing Oll!Q1etion of' the C'itaria. cioQlllle.'lt, E?A llltlS': aeve:lop a 
~tionale far a proocse<i s~daM.. Faetc!"S wilidl IIIUSt be c=nsicie~ in 
the ntionaie.' a1"e the :-=levant heal til studies anci theil"' ouality, sericus
nes.s a'f health .. a:~e-=:s, ide.'!tifiation of sensitive popu1a-:ion:s, risk t:1 
public:- healt:l, averaging time, a11owab1e ax~~O!S of the rtanea:O:, 
and ma:-;in of sa~-c-1 c:nsider~:ti'cns. These 'f~l""S are evaluat...~ by -::.e 
~latol'7 offia (OAQJ;IS) in al"!"'iving =.t a final ream::nemlaticn to t:le 
AQ:in~s~t:ll". !t. ts !"ec:m::e!lrled tha-t: c.t-SAC avaiuat2, pMor to propcsai, 
the C'i-:ial h$1-:.'1 s-::dies an.:! theil" reie'lana in setting a rtznda~. 
as well as at:lel"' ..=ac-~l""S whie.': wi11 im'1uen~ the final s-..anda~. 

A l"'!sk as.sessmen-: t..."d!ni0ue 'fQ:- apJ:~li .:::ton :::. OAQPS stam:!al""'-s: 
aevelecmant: ilas besn tmciel"' deve1c~nt wi'thin t:le CF~l12 of Ail"' Qu.aH-:y 
numi ng anc! Sbnciar-:!S ( OAQPS.) 'fQI"' abcrrt twa years.. O:;::ne was -:.l:!e 
sllil.jel:: o'i' t.':e: f'iMt: analysis. At scme fu':::re ~. after intara~'!ey 
anci PI!!!! I" reviews anci i ne~ed pub 1 i c uncie~rli ng and a.c:::s~-:.ana of 
tile aoni que, we ~l:le<:"t tc US>! scme form o-f risk as:s~aSS~I'I: ~ help us 
lieve i Ol:l am;, i a!l't SU'!da:O:S. 
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The OAQPS l""isl: asses:sonent ~c.'mique was ~viewed on Apri1 1!:-ZO, 
1979 by an s;.a suo.c:::m'!t:ae on l""isl: assessmen<t:. Tne c::mmri~ felt that 
t::is taC!nique was not yet ready for- use in sat:ing ambient stanaal"'ds 
bU: s~.~ng!y ene:~-aged us to continue aeve1opment. E?A also was ur-;ed 
to ~n an expanded pl""'gnm wnid! would develop, eva1ua::e, and 
possibly ~st a1~1"'!'1at1ve uc.'miques ~;t1i12!:11e to 3 s-=ndan! set~:ng 
pl""'Q!SS. 

The l""i sk assasse!!t e::::::nrf t:'"-~ had no obj ec=i ens to our perior.:rf ng a- · 
:"'i sk assi!SSlllent far- CO as a me:ns of e:nt1 nued cieve 1 ao:nen"t: of T"i sk 

· asseszme.1Tt :netloaoiogy.. Howeve:r-, we have c:ne1utiea t.~a-:. t.~e pctlmtia1 
ci"fffiQ1ty we wau1ci have in assuT"im; the pub1 ic that the l"'E!Su1~ of a 
T"i sJi: assessment wcu 1 d have no imoac: on se 1 eet'! ng a CO :rt:nc!ard. argues 
for- ae i ayi ng this assass:ne.'lt urrei 1 at 1 est a-f'"..el" pre;:osa 1 • 

A1thaugh cel'"'e is a se!)arata SAS <:::ll:1!'it""..l!!! on risk assasSlllen't, we 
~-=-"ld t.'lat o.s;.c bla .Jrief~ ~ .:.'le OAQPS :ne't.~ada1ogy and futul'"'e 
aeveio~t plans sin~ we cia exp~ to use risk assessment at s~ 
paill't: to heip us set ..-..znc!ar'..s. A :"!!lCT"t on t.~e April SAa risl: asses=."lt 
s:Qc:nmi-:""..ae meeting is on the agand.a for the June c:.s;.c meeting. lie 
re=nena tn;;,t CASAC be mcl'"'e fu11y briefed in futun meet1n;s on risk 
asses=!!t, f:.r:".Jl'"'e plans, anc! issues re1at.."1i to use in set-:":ng ~AAQS •. 

Re-=u1ata1"'' Anal~is 

. • · The !"!gu-T ato_ry ana 1 y~ :s inc 1 uaes ecn!ll:ri c::, e.'lV-i ~ T , e."ler-gy , 
mt± u~an and =.lllity imcae: analyses. These aT"e ~uim fol"' an 
\llajCl" l"!!gula't:llry adon:s <:."ld an re1"'"Sed in drat':. at t!le ~me of p-:-=pcsa1. 
The ra..sults an net. ttl be =iaered in se-::ing t.ie s~nd.ard., however, 
and. t::enftlre silaul C: no-: infi uen~ SAS:/c.:ISAC in deve 1 oping t.'le a.dvi ~ 
iUlci.IOl'" rec:mme."lc!a:::tcns C::i:sc:1ssad .in prior sections. I't is planned t::lat 
t:lese doc::men-::s wili be made available ttl t.~e CAS'AC at t:le -:ime of 
'-' ~ccsa 1. r-: is ~c!ed t.~a-: tne c:.s;.c revi et a set of ree-.J1 atcry 
analysis c.icc::memts for· at 1e=-St c:ne stanc!at"'d, a:::.a:- wnid! the ~t:'"-* 
Q.'I ie~i ae wne':.'ler- tllesa aoc:.:me."lts silou1 a be T"OU't:i ne-ly reviewed.. 

rt i.s: l"!!C"ll'l::l>ndel± t:lat.'t.'le ~c c:nside:r-, 'f:-= ~lte ttl ~me. t:le 
ove~i1 s:.mc!ard. se,__;ng met.'lcciclogy. Of pat"":ic:1lar itrtaro.S: -:= ~A is 
t.'le 1cierti.f1a't:icn o-f a:id.itiona.T analyses il!lc! ra..s.aar:ir wnid! llli;i'l't be 
n~ t= impMVe !.'le quali-ty cf t."'e final decision on a st:ulc!ar-:l. 
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?!lASt r: OOC'~ F':.ANMING A.'40 !MIT!A"i"!OM ( 30 OAYSl 

Assi gl'llllel!t of PT'Qj ect Mana gel" iUlri a-Jlel" s:c.;o staff me:ileM ~ 
ciec:m~e.-rt p~paration team 

i<ee:"Jit:lle.'lt of i ntl!l':la 1 I:? A Task For...e ana outside. = ... :ou:ing 
=su1~ts 

•. 
Ac::::mula.t'ion and ana lysis c1· per=::ne!:":. ! ita !"'a~~ 

\oll"'i ti ng of reugh <:!:-a~. of dllc:::me."Tt s.ec:i or.s 

~Hlll'inary ll!e!!'t'ings o"f aut::crs ana po1ish'ing of ini-:1a.1 rin'f': 

Typing and !:11':11 a'C'ion oT ill"'! 1 imi;~ary l"'!Vi ew ill"'l!.'f; t: ir.ta:-:'lal 
~k fo1..a anri t.'l~ ~ five otr:si<:!e !"!viewing e=nsult:w.:s 

?!lASt I!!: !N'i"ERNAL ?.:EY!::::-.1 OF !N..}!Ot.Js:: OAAF'i ( 30 CAYS) 

ccinvening of s:cAO Team. cio=e.'lt autbon. ~A irr"~l':lal ':Z.Sk 7;.
anci ~viewing e:::nsul=ts a"t: l·<iay in-hcusa l"'!View wcM:shop 

Fo 11 ow-u;~ me!!'t'i nilS cf ECAO ~ff, l"'!Vi eteM anci aut.'lors as n~r:r 

P..,.$';"'o~Onsi'!O;:t !"!!vi S1 on of doC:::ne.'l'l: 
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2.. ma~ !L~I:a-1 0~ ~a AIR CR.Ii'EIA AND 
HEAL.i'H E:-,..:.CiS/R!SK ASS-" <:7.!:!rr OOCUreiTS 

PHASE !V: PUBLIC RE:'/IE:l OF ~NAL OAA~ (50 - 90 <iavs) 

Pui:11ication af F~en.l Regis-..ar- Netica announcing avai1abi1it'; af 
. e:cterna 1 r-eview !:~:raft af aoCl.llllettt 

Cir.::1la~cn of ex""..al"t'lal draft t= other- govenune:rt age.'lcies, (s.:.a;as.;c) 
and. t.'le genen.l pub Tic 

Meeting of ~0 staff, ot."ler- ~A personnel, a.'ld. c=:~-=-ib~ng ~nsu1~ 
t= analyze c:mmen-::s and prepare fol" SAS/CASAC meting 

p,...._sentz:ti-cn and r-eview of e::::tama i ctraft at puil Tic: SAa/CASAC meting 

SAa/CASAC c:r.::ri t:ae s....: ff ,..._per: s=M :i ng ll3j or c=noarns or 
problems 

fl!-'.ASE" V: F'JST SAS/CASAC M~NG DOCUMENT P.EV!S!ON (50 DA 'tS) 

llebrieftng of ECAO staff,. other- ~A personnel and. c::nsu.it:mtt 

rn-<!ep-C- ota1oging,. r-eview-, and. analysis af. SAB/CASAC and. pubiic 
• ~· .. iffina -m:m ~etore, ctu:Mng, and. af-:a!" the SAB/CASAC :nee-cing· 

Assi ;rnne.'lt of spec:i fi c r-evi si on :-esponsi b. i1 i ti es -:= ~ s-:a; ;
me!!!Cel"S and. c::nt-ibu-ting consul-:an-:s 

:::xeo::.rtion of J"avisi·on assignments and ~nS""..r.ltation wit:l indivictuai 
s.Aa/CISAC melr.Oel"S as ne~~ t: resolve cla:rit'J am: c:.n..am: issues 

Typing, editing, and reproduction of r-evised. craft and ,.....suert --i 
of cl:lc:m~ to· t."le SAB/CASAC 

o. PHASE" VI: SAS/CASAC CLOSURE ON OOC"JI'!!!ri SiAiUS ( 45-€0 DAY!) 

ReocT": cf ind:ividual SAS/CASAC c::c:it:.::e ~ers t= oai-r.2n af ~ 

Oeter::rina-tion by dlat~ of ovenn se.'lsa af the c::=i~- and. 
implementation of appMpriate options based. en foi1owing C"'i-:a:Ma: 

MajOl" ocjections/!'l"'etiems l"alliainim: --Held ou!l1ic ~viet ine!!'tint~ 
Miner oi:.jec=ions./P~iems ,....-..;ning - Hoici i:...""l'''fare::oa ~11 • 
~0 SuCS;4ntive ~rocie.~ ~i~ine -· ?raoa~ sensa cf e~~..::!e r!OC~ 
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3. · PROPOSED FORf!!Ai FOR SAB/c:ASAC 
REVIEW COMMl1 1 c.:. F.E?ORTS 

Olai'l"':!lan's sum:ary cf overa11 c:n~sus or majori<ty view n!ga:O::ing 
<::::llrmi "t:'"..ae ' s eva 1 uat:i on 

Foc:s on evaluation of doc:ment in ~r= of: 

~letmess of litarat.tre review-dverage up-t=-®ts. key 
~fe!""-f\Qs p~per1y e:mside~d or n~d? 

Adequacy cf review and-e-valuation of st:Jdies~t:t ac:J~::e1y 
des .... i l:ied , i ntal'";lr!!Ud, reana 1 ynd? 

Clarity of )l!""...Sa..,t:ation of ~at:!. and c=nclusions--e.-~eo:..-ive 
p'r'...Sen~tion of -xt. tables, figur>...s, stm:llarles? 

Ac:::raey of overa1T int::!!"PT"!!ta-:ion of dati. l:iase--;nain c=ne1usions · 
we11-founcied and ex~clatior.s justified? 

Signed c=ncur'T"!!n~ of~~ dlaiMmn and staff offi~!'" on __ 
~pcl"'t-spe!:ifia. cf indivHua.1 <iissant or minority rel'Qrt aopencie:i. 
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SUBJECT: 

FROM: 

THRU: 

UNJTED STA7ES EN 1/IRONMENTAL ?ROTECTlON AGENCY 
V/ASHJ~:GTON, D.C. 20460 

October 9, 1979 

Findings, Recommendations, and Comments of the 
Subcommittee on Carbon Monoxide of the Clean 
Air Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC) 
Concerning the Revised Criteria Document for 
Carbon Monoxide 

Harry H. Hovey, Jr. 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Carbon Monoxide 

Sheldon K. Friedlander 

OFi"i'C~ OF THE: 
A.OMINISTRAiOR 

Chairman, Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee 

TO: The Administrator 

Introduction 

The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 directed the Agency to 
establish an independent scientific review committee to complete 
a review of the criteria published under Section 108 and the 
national primary and second~ry ambient air quality standards 
promulgated under Section 109. Pursuant to this requirement, 
the Agency chartered the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee 
of the Science Advisory Board (SAB). 

On June 14-15, 1979, a subcommittee of CASAC completed its 
review of two documents that address the major scientific issues 
associated with exposure to CO. These documents were: 1) the 
Air Quality Criteria Document for Carbon Monoxide, and 2) a 
Preliminary Assessment of Adverse Health Effects from Carbon 
Monoxide and Implications for Possible Modifications of the 
Standard (referred to henceforth as Adverse Health Effects memo
randum). The purpose of this memorandum is to summarize the majo~ 
findings, recommendations, and comments provided oy the sub
committee to assist you in reviewing the data necessary for pro
f?OSing an ambient air quality standard for carbon monoxide as 
required by law. 

Major Issues Pertaining to the Criteria Document 

Five major issues pertaining to the CO criteria document 
were discussed by. subcommittee members. These issues include: 

1. Does the criteria document adequately identify, discuss, 
and evaluate the critical health studies for CO? 
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2. Does the document address and assess in sufficient 
detail the methodologies for measuring CO? 

3. Does the document adequately identify exposure con
ditions for the population as can best be ascertained 
from presently available information? 

4. Does the criteria document adequately address and 
evaluate the global cycle of carbon monoxide? 

s. Does the criteria document fulfull the requirements 
of law set forth in Section 108 of the Clean Air Act 
Amendments of 1977? 

ISSUE il: Identification, Discussion, and Evaluation of Critical 
Health Studies for co. 

In general, the subcommittee concluded that the criteria 
document represents a comprehensive and balanced presentation 
and interpretation of the information contained within the litera
ture of critical health studies for carbon monoxide. Specific 
comments were made in relation t.<Y the role and importance the 
Agency should attribute to particular studies and to related 
health issues. Those studies and issues of a major concern 
to the subcommittee included: 

o the role of the 1978 Aronow study on passive smoking 

Evaluation of the Aronow study was discussed within the 
context of relating critical levels of blood carboxyhemo
globin (COHb) to adverse health effects. Specifically, 
the subcommittee was requested to advise whether Aronow's 
conclusion that a concentration ·of 1.8% COBb produced aggra
vation of angina pectoris should be relied upon by the 
Agency in determining the threshold level for adverse health 
effects. In addressing this question, subcommittee members 
commented upon the methodology of the Aronow study. In 
measuring COHb levels in patients seated in an enclosed room, 
Aronow did not account for individuals who wer~ smoking; 
consequently, he did not measure and did not account for 
other components of cigarette smoke in the air. The health 
effects of CO exposure alone upon COHb levels of the patients, 
therefore, is in doubt. The conditions of this study, as 
well as Aronow's 1972 freeway study, raise but do not resolve 
the issue of whether there are interactions or synergis~s 
between CO and other pollutants. The subco~~ittee recou~ended, 
however, that the Agency retain the use of the 1978 Aronow 
study in considering adverse effects. 
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o populations at risk 

The subcommittee concluded that the criteria document 
adequately identifies the sensitive population groups at 
risk from ambient CO concentrations. The subcommittee 
recommended that members of the smoking population not 
be listed as a sensitive group which a proposed standard 
would be specially designed to protect. 

ISSUE *2: Methodologies for Measuring CO 

The subcommittee concurred that the criteria document 
adequately addresses and evaluates in sufficient detail the 
models for measurement of carbon monoxide in the air and in the 
blood. Individual members did suggest, however, that some minor 
editorial or clarifying statements be incorporated that pertain 
to measurement procedures and detectable levels of co. 

ISSUE #3: Identification of the Exposure Conditions for the 
Population Based upon Existing Information 

The subcommittee concluded that, based upon existing infor
mation, the criteria document contains the most practicable 
analyses in identifying and assessing population exposure con
ditions from CO, but it observed that the paucity of such infor
mation limits a more precise understanding of health effects 
that occur at ambient levels of CO. Pursuant to addressing this 
problem of insufficient data, the subcommittee made the following 
comments: (1) an apparent contradiction exists between measured 
CO levels in cities and overall emission levels. In urban areas, 
where monitoring stations are located, measured levels of ambient 
CO has shown a decreasing trend. On a nationwide scale, however, 
CO emissions continue to increase due to the greater number of 
aggregrate vehicle miles traveled. The criteria document should 
address this issue. (2) CO concentrations represent a health 
concern chiefly to population groups residing in cities. Most 
available data utilized by the Agency, however, project nation
wide CO concentrations. Consequently, there is a need to obtain 
a better profile within specific urban areas, at the neighborhood 
or street level, to assess the health effects of CO exposures 
at such "hotspots." The subcommittee recommended that the Agency 
devote increased resources in the future to attain such profile 
improvements in order to obtain a more realistic scientific 
appraisal of urban CO exposures. (3) the criteria document should 
place a greater emphasis upon the problem identified in item 2 
above, and (4) a section on exposure concentrations resulting 
from cigarette smoking should be included within the criteria 
document. 
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ISSUE #4: Global Cycle of Carbon Monoxide 

The subcommittee concluded with a unanimous consensus that 
the criteria document adequately addresses, presents, and interprets 
information concerning the various sources and sinks of co in the 
global atmosphere. 

ISSUE #5: Fulfilling the Requirements of Section 108 of the Clean 
Air Act Amendments of 1977 

Section 108 of the Clean Air Act Amendments requires the 
Agency to establish national primary and secondary ambient air 
quality standards for air pollutants based upon air quality 
criteria that "shall accurately reflect the latest scientific 
knowledge useful in indicating the kind and extent of all identi
fiable effects on public health or welfare which may be expected 
from the presence of such pollutant in the ambient air, in varying 
quantities. The criteria for an air pollutant, to the extent 
practicable, shall include information on: 

(A) those variable factors (including atmospheric conditions) 
which of themselves or in combination with other factors 
may alter the effects on public health or welfare of 
such air pollutant; 

(E) the types of air pollutants which, when present i~ the 
atmosphere, may interact with such pollutant to produce 
an adverse effect on public health or welfare; and 

(C) any known or anticipated adverse effects on welfare.• 

The subcommittee, after reviewing the scientific information 
as identified, discussed, and evaluated in the criteria cocu.<,ent 
for carbon monoxide, and after receiving a reading of Section 108 
of the Clean Air Act Amendmer:ts, reached a consens:.:s t::at t::a 
criteria document adequately f:.:lfills the requirements of law. 

~ajor Issues Pertaining to the Adverse Health Effects :-;emoJ:andum 

The subcommittee addressed a number of issues that -;~il 
i~fluence a proposed ambient air quality standard for carbon mon-
0~lCe. The issues addressed and the recommendations incl:.:de the 
:.-:ll::~ . .,ring: 

o the role of the 1978 Aronow studv lu standard ~a~:ing. 
The subcommittee recommended that ~he Agency sno:.:~d con
tinue to rely upon the Aronow study in develofing an 
ambient CO standard but, gi7en the ~n:::e::'::aintias stemming 
from the me~hodological approach, i· should utilize the 

·--~ 
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study for margin of safety considerations rather than 
using it for the determination of a threshold value. 

o the subcommittee discussed a range of COHb concen
tration levels addressed in the criteria document. 
A majority consensus was reached that: 1) aggravation 
of angina pectoris represents an adverse health effect, 
and 2) the critical COHb level at which adverse health 
effects do occur falls within a range of 2.7%- 3.0% 
COHb. One member of the subcommittee dissented from 
this finding and advised that the critical level was 
reached at approximately 4.0% coab. 

o the available health effects evidence indicates that 
the population groups at greatest risk to low level 
CO exposures include coronary artery and peripheral 
vascular disease individuals. 

o the principal mechanism of toxicity for standard setting 
purposes at this time is hypoxemia. 

o the Coburn model provides the best availabe tool for 
predicting COHb levels resulting from CO exposures. 

o the findings of animal studies suggest that CO produces 
detrimental effects on human fetal development. This 
evidence relates primarily to animal stucles shewing 
that the developing fetus is exposed to COHb concen
trations considerably higher than the pregnant mother 
for long-term CO exposures. However, such findings 
cannot be extrapolated directly to identify specific 
human effects levels. 

o the one hour and the eight hour averaging times in the 
current ambient standard for CO should be retained 
because they provide an appropriate time frame from 
which to evaluate health effects from both short-term 
and continuous exposures, respectively. In particular, 
the one and eight hour standards provide reasonable 
protection against the bolus effect (high spikes of 
short duration) in the urban ambient environment. 

o the reduced 02 pressure at higher altitudes can result 
in hypoxemia that may interact with the effect of CO 
exposures upon persons with impaired cardiovascular 
systems. The key issue of concern is adaptability. 
While a healthy young person might adapt to hypoxic 
stress, for example, an elderly person with coronary 
disease might be adversely affected. The possible 
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adverse effects on non-adaptable population groups should 
be considered in selecting an adequate margin of safety 
for the proposed CO standard. 

Minority Report 

As part of the working procedures adopted by the Clean Air 
Scientific Advisory Committee, individual members may submit a 
minority report to address those major issues or problems which 
they believe remain unanswered or unresolved within the criteria 
document. 

The subcommittee on Carbon Monoxide achieved consensus on 
each of the five major issues listed above, but such consensus 
was not always unanimous. Dr. Domingo Aviado has participated 
in both reviews of the criteria document and believes that major 
scientific problems remain to be resolved before it can be used 
as a scientific basis for proposing an ambient air quality standard 
for carbon monoxide. His report is appended to the report of the 
subcommittee. 
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Minority Report by Domingo M. Aviado 

This member of CASAC would like to file an objection 

to the final subcommittee report because the Criteria 

Document on Carbon Monoxide has failed to place in proper 

perspective the observations on exercising subjects. 

Results from only a few subjects, suggesting that 

exposure to carboxyhemoglobin levels as low as 1.8 

to 3.0% for less than one hour can influence the 

heart, cannot be used to determine the threshold for 

adverse effects. Animal studies of daily exposure to 

carbon monoxide for several hours or even up to 24 hours 

daily for weeks or months indicate that there are no 

adverse cardiovascular effects with 5.0% carboxyhemoglobin 

saturation. 

Almost all of my written suggestions (7 pages and 

13 pages) have been rejected by the staff responsible 

for the Criteria Document. I am not contesting this 

because our group is entirely advisory in nature. 

However, the Criteria Document of Staff Paper might 

include a quotation from the National Academy of Sciences 

Report on Carbon Monoxide on the significance of the 

exercise studies: 
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"If the results of the clinical studies are 

applicable to this large population at risk, then 

a major public health problem exists. Taking the 

current results at face value suggests only that, 

when patients with angina are exposed to low carbon 

monoxide concentrations for short periods, they can

not exercise as long on a bicycle or treadmill before 

developing chest pain as those breathing compressed 

air. There is no evidence from these results that 

the exposure to carbon monoxide increases the frequency 

and severity of chest pain or the development of other 

complications or that it shortens life expectancy among 

patients with angina pectoris or other clinical mani

festations of heart disease. We can only infer the 

existence of such a relationship." 

There are other portions of the National Academy of 

Science Report which would be helpful in the preparation 

of the Staff Paper, particularly the determination that 

4.0 or 5.0% carboxyhemoglobin is the threshold for 

adverse effect on human health. 

DMA, 8/6/79 
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\JNITE:O STATE:S ENVIRONMENTAL PROi'E:Ci'lON AGENCY 

WASHiNal"l'ON. O.C. ::?.04~0 

4..11,.-us;; ::., :.960 

3Q~or~b~a-Dcu~las M. Cos~le 

Adta.~::.is-::.:a.-et:tr 

~:vi~onmen~a1 ~=otection 4qenQy 
40l M Street, SW 

20460 

Dea: ,._ --- . Costl e: 

o"•tc:.z o.., 
'T'IIi~ AQf!,liN.S"T"Jit.iL1"Q,._ 

~be Cl&an A~= Sciee~~fie ACviso~~ Co==it~ae ot ~he 
Scienee Ad'V'!..s-o:y :aoa:~ has re~iewed. ~x-:.e::l.al. :tev~aw Ora:!~ 

No. 1, Ap~il 1 1990 - ~~~ Quali~y C:iter~a :or Pa~~~cula:e 
~a~~e~ and Su~!u: Oxides at ~~s meet~nq 4~qus~ 20-22~ l9SO. 

-':he re..sul:..s o~ ~h.is ::ev:..ew will be a:'lfaila.l:lle i.:1 due eourse. 

Eowever, i~ ou: ~evie• ¢~ ~he tecnn~=al a:aa en~~~~ed 
i~ ~he do~u~en: ~a=~di~ ?~e~iEi~a~~ottw i~ =~c~me ev~den~ 

~h.a.~~ 

.:.. .. Th.is is an a:;·e.a o! ex-=.:e::ut. seis:tlit..L!i.= cota:~le.x.i.~y 

.i~ es-:.a.=lish!.~q !i=:·t ~ua.n-:!!:a.-=~'7e: :-e.la.~.:..onsh.:Ops :=e-:veen 
e-=~s.s·i.otts ot =e.:.~va.:~.-:. :po.l~li-=.a.nt.:s, !or:na:: . .io:c.. o! acid!.=· 
d.:y- a.nd we-:: depo si.:.ic::s~ prcduc::-:s, a~d. ~:-=e a·f~ee-:s on ee~:res-· 

:rial &nd aq~a~ic ecosys~ems. 

2. u. s. ~esea=Qh i~ ~his a~~a has ~een se~n~y ~u~ 
is now ~u~qeou~ng. New and ~e~eva~t :esear:n resu~~s a~e 
eme:~i::t.g al:::io s~ Q.ai.~y ... 

3. Ooe~ant~~ion o~ ~~e con~em~o~~ry =h~~a=~e~ c! ~we~· 
de:';)osi.t..i.CI~ is, a.s ye-e., i::tdQmplete:. ~~e:e a.:::": a only a.:bcu-:= -:.!1=-ee: 
yea:s of :e!ia~le netwo=k ~a~a !: ~he n=~theas~e=~ u.s., ~u~ 
th~s da~a base ex~ands da~~y. The spa~ia~ eoverage ~: e~e 
~id.-west a.=.d wes.;ern a.re.as is gradua.~ly e·x~a.:1~;:.q. 

4. i:la't:.;t. i!!..va:il;t.~le ':llus fa.:: sb.ow :b.at i11!lue"<:es 011 
~e.ioi.i~Y i.:telu.ae not o~~y su.:..!\1::" com.pcunds but a.l.sc n.i.~=oc;"en 
ane c~~oride ~a~e~ia~s a.s w~~l as ~he bu~~e~i~q rQle o~ 
s~s~an=es s~:h as a=mon~a, =a~ci~~ maqne~i~ a~d ?O~ass~um. 

3. ':ll.e eeos.ys~e: e:.tteo:-es n=-w seem. -:.o be ::-e.~a.~ad ~o v~=-7 

eom?l~ca~ed ~:~e~ac~~=~s ~i~~ so~~s and wa~ers wi~~ a ~:=ftq 

depen~e~ce =n ~olecula: !o~:s, es?ee~ally alttm~=~~ 
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tie· cQu.l.d. expa.nd. f~;t.he.l:' on -=..b.esa c:omplexi:.J.es i:tclu.c!.i.n~, 

es~ecially, ~~e =u=~ent!y unqnan~i!ied &~os~he~i= =~a~s=o~

~a~ioe ~ro~esses ~hat =ha~qe ?ri~a:y e=~$Sions eo saconda~7 
p~e4ucts w~ic~ ~=e t=~~s!erre4 iA the a~:osphere an4 su~se
<;:uently dep=site4 """ la:o.d, wa.te;· and vegetatie:o.. i!owever, 
we believe the special c~aracter of ~cidio depos~t~o:o. has 
~e•~ d&sc:~~ed. !t i~~ol~es, as a m~ninu:, ~he ~:iter~a 

polluta:o.ts of oxides <:Of sul!ur, oxides of nitroqen, hy~o
ca~bc~s ~~d ~he fine par~icle f~a=~~=n of sus~endad 
pa.:~ic':l.la't:es. 

We su~qest ~hat, wi~~ ~he abo?e e=mplexi~~es i~ ~~:d, 

~he Z=vi:=nmen~a~ ?:ctec~~=n Aqen~y p:$~are a se~ara~e 

C.oc::::'tllD.ent tha-:. call. =-eeoc;n.i..=e a.n~ i~~orpo=-a~e ~.b.e :1ew i..:.~=r::~.a::..=.o:n 

on ea~$eS, ef!ec~s a~d 4ata base$ f=~ al~ o~ the va:ious 
_?O.llU;~a~ts ='!!!le'7ai:I.:e to a.e·id.ic: de~os.i-:.ion ( e~ q. 1 la.!td, a..i: r 

~a~~= i~~erac~~o~s). 

We =e=oq~i%e ~he need eo L~corpo:a:e ex~s~±~g i:!or=a~~Qnr 
probably iZ1. so:=r.ewha.t a.b!)ra"?ia-:..e-:1 ::~:::o=t,.· i:t t.he pre.set::."":. ':$? 3.:::.d 
Sul.!'= Oxides C:ite:::ia. Ooc'Ulllent ~ut we ~elieve that ::~A and 
.?~1.::.~: :!.nte:::ests wou.ld ~e well se:ved ~Y the prepa.r11.1:.ion o! 
~ d.ceu:a.en~ -:.!la-= would i:t-=eg:;-a~a ~b.e l'::"e~ble.tt of .r!='t a..:ad: ve-e 
de_pos·.i.-:..icn: of a.c:id..i= prod.uc:-:s th.a-=.. eou~ci ~esuJ..:. :.~ :!elet.e:i~t:.s · 
ecQloqi=a~ ~:~e~~s. 

We suqqes-e ~.h.i.s d.oeu.men-e.· a.d.d.::~ss •a.cid.i.e De5'CS·i.~.icc."' 

i..~ a. eomp~e.~e S&:l.SEI• As such, i-=. vou~.:l sup~or-e and a.t1.q=.en-:: 
::i~a=~& docu:en~a~ion !o: !or:ula~ion Q! s=~d s~a~da:~s. 

Sheldon X. ~~~ed~ande~, Ch~~=~a~ 

Clean A~: Se~ent.i!i~ Ad~i$o:y C~:=ie~ae 
Science Adv~sory 3ca.:d 
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UNITED SI,!.,IE:S ENVIi'<ONMENIAL ?i'<OIECIION AGE:NCY 
w.:..SHING70N. "'·C- Z0460 

ocr 2 2 1sao 

Mr. Sheldori K. Friedlander 
Chairman, Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee 
Science Advisory Board 
401 M Street, S. W. 
A-101 
ilashington, D. c. 20460 

Dea.r Mr. ::r; edl ander: 

In your letter of August 22, 1980 you suggested that S?A prepare a do~rnent 
that can recognize and incorporate the new information on causes, effeC:s and 
data bases for all of the various pollutants relevant to acidic deposition. 
You rightfu11y point out that acidic precipitation is a complex phenornenum about 
which we learn more. almost dai1y. Because of this I have asked my s-::a,·:- to ouil 
together a comprehensive document which i ays out the state of our knowledge : 
with regard to precursor emissions, pollutant transformation to-acidic. compounds, 
po1l Lltant transport, po11 utant deposition and the effects (both measur'!d and 
potential) of acidic deposition. I have asked my staff to outline at the 
appropriate level of detail the contents of such a document for the review of 
your commi·t-:ee. 

Doug as M. Castle 
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UNtT=::O STATES ENVIRONMENTAL f'RCTECTlON AGENCY 

WASI"INGTON. 0.<:. 20~60 

aono:t"able Do~qla$ M. <:ostle 
A<!mi.ni.st:t"ato::-
znvi~onmen~al P~otect~on A~eney 
401 M S~::-ee-~,:, SW 
washi.ngt.on, o.c. 20460 

De.a.: !!;. ~os"l:.le: 

'!'h=ouqho1:.t our re;ri.ew of ~be 0.:-a..=-::: S02/~M c:ite:.:!.a. 

Otr11'1C::£ 0111" 
,.,..C A0M1N.ST1tAT0" 

Oc<:u=ten't. o:c.e cont.!lltt.i!lg· !r~s-:::-a-:ion wa·s -ehe l.a.c:k =:! peer 
:evi.ew -of -:.his Q.oc=umen":... ?re"!fiou:s dccu:ne::r.~.s: b.a.d such =-eview 
a.-ttd. were st:..bseq:tte::l::.!.y =e"'fised !)e!=:e S·"t:.!2miss;.=n ":.= ":be Clea:. 
Ai.=- Sci.en"t::i.£ic At:iv·iso:oy Cout.m.i~-=.ee. :'he.se =e~"!.e.ws h.a.d bee::. 
~one ~h=ou~h 8 ~eehnica~ ~xpe=ts ~o~kshO?S 8 i~ ~he ?aS~. Su=b 
a wu:t"kshop li~he<l.uled !'<:!:' s:;ori.n9' of· 1979 was ca::1oelle<l. because 
c=t: a... sui.-: ~? an i:~.d.us-:ry ~c~p •.. 

'Seoanse <::>f tbe valuable oo:c.t:t"ibuti.ons of st1,~h wo:t"ksho-os . -
we a~k ~~~~ they =e =eins~i~~~e4 ~== all fu~ure ~r~~e~~a 
d<::>~uments. Whether i.~ an open f<::>rt),ltl or behi.n<l. ~loseq doors 
~akes l~:~~e d~~=e~en~e ~= us, bu~ su=h a workshop is needed. 

Sin~e:,.ly, 

Sheldon K- ~riedla::lde=, ~hairman 

Cle&~ A~= Scientifi~ Advisc=y 
CQ:u:t~-et.ee 
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UN!TEO STATES ENVIRONMENTAL. i"ROTECT!ON AGENCY 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20460 

December 10, 1980 

Ofi'11"1CE 01111' 
'hc.C "'0MtNr!li"'"11tAT'Oflt 

SUE~ECT: sc~ent~:Eic Review by the c~ean Ai~ Scientific Adviso~y 
couu•.ittee of the '-ir Qua~ity C~iteria. for B:y.d~oca.~bous 

FROM: Shel~on r.. Fried~ander, Chairman ~Lk{~~-L-
C~ean '-ir Scientific Advisory Committee /1 ~ 
Science Advisory Eoard 

TO: Douglas M. Costle 
Ad:C:.:. rd. s tr at or 

On Mazeh ,,., 19801 ~he C~ea: A~~ S~ien~~=ie Adviso~y 
Committee· :.-evi e.wed a sc·i.e.n.tifi.c c!OC:':.ment. t!l.a.~ a.dd:e.ssed 
~he ma.jor seienti.:ie issues a.ss_oei.a~ecl wi.th a.;:at.bi.en~' 
·.level exposures· of hyeroca.rbons. The. doculllei1t. ent.i~~eci., 

Facts and Issues Associated with the Need for a Svdrocarbon 
Criteria Documen-::, vas produced !ly.the Office of Research 
and Development to fulfill section 109(d)(1) o:E tb.e ~977 
C~ea.n Ail:' Ae:t requil:'emeut to up4ate the· a.i:::' quality 
c=iteria for the naticna.~ ambient air qua.J..ity standard for 
!:lyd::-ocarbons. The purpose o! this ::~emora.udum is to 
su=arize the m.a.jor findings, recc:::mendations, and 
comments p::-ovided by the Committee to assist you in 
reviewing the data necessary for reaching regulato::-y 
dec~s~ons on ~as-phase hy~~ocarbo~s in ~he ambien~ a£r •. 

Major Issues ~ert~in~ns to the Rvd~ocarbon Docu~e~~ 

Three major sc:ienti:fic issues regarding the hydrocarl::>on 
document were discussed and· eva.~u.ated by the Committee. 
These included: 

1, Do gas-phase hydrocarbons, as a class, contril::>ute 
to the formation ot ozone a.ud other photochemical 
oxidants"! 

2. Can ~he at~a~n~ent and ~~~ntenance o~ a u~~=o~, 
nat~onw~de a~hient a~= ccncent:a:ion of volat~le 
nonmethane hyC:roc·a.rbons ensu.:e -:he at't.a.i:t.tm.e::.~ a.nd 
~ain~enance of ~he a~bient o:one standard? 

3. Do gas-phase hydrocarbons, as a class, cause 
adverse effects on public health or wel!a=e a~ 
o~ near ambien~ a~r levels? 
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Gas-pha,se hyd.roc:a=bo::.s and 1:he ::o:m.a.-:i.on of 
ozone and other photoc:·h·em:i<::al oxidant.s 

The· Co:m::n.it::.ee aqreed eha.-= t.he sc.i.en.1:.if .ic evidence: 
suppor~s the premise tha~ gas-phase hydrocarbons, as a class, 
do contribute ~o the formation of orone and other photochemical 
oxidants. The data indicate that all hydrocarbons 
part.icipate .in these -c::hemical reac::tions but t.he :!:"eacti""T.ities 
or the various hydrocarbons difrer with respect to the 
differen~ oxidan~ p:!:"oducts. As a result, a general 
,-elationship between oxidant for:ation and total hyd,-ocarbon 
(or non-methane hydrocarbon) concentrations, valid across 
the nation, cannot be obtained. 

The Co==i~~ee raques~ed ~ncorpo=at~on of informa~~on 
in this and other documents (e.g. the sulrur oxides/particulate 
lft.atter criter:i.a dooulft.ent. now in progress) on the 
role of hycirocarbons :i.n. ozone 
:for~at·ion a.nd thei.: rQle a.s qe:era.-:o:r:s o:! t;.h.em.ica~ 

species tha~ also affect other atmospheric processes, 
suc::h t.ha.t· con-erol str·a1:egies a=e :Eor~ula.ted with the 
several impac:.es o:E hyd.rocar~o:as .i:t ta..ind.. :tn. part.ieula.:, 
the act.ion of· various raiiio::als· o'l the oxidation of methane 

' in the pre$e'loe of nitrog<'>ll dioxide, and -ehe 
prooe.ss by wh.ich perox.id·e radicals act i~ the !:or::tation 
<:>r acidic precipi.tation by ox:idl!.-::.i.<:>~ 'o-t. sulfur dioxi.de 
i~ cloud a~d. rai~ wl!.ter sl:" >1:.ld be i.ncluded i.n a~y 
eva.luat.ion o:f. <:on.t·.=-ols :ra:.:; .. 1i.re:d :!or h?d:="oc:a.r~ons. 

!ssue ~2 Atta..in=.an~ a.nd =.aintena:nce of an a.mbi.ent· a..i.:::" 
eoncentration of vola~~le ~on-~e~hane 
hydrocarbons and i.ts relationship to attainment 
and· =aintenanee of a~ amb~en~ ozone seanda~d-

Th:i.s issue is closely related to issue ~1. 
Rydr<:>caJ:"bon emissions· and aml::>l.e::•:t air levels &re only 
-ewo of many v&r.ial::>las i.n the at::tospheric .,J:"ocesses 1:hat 
result i.n "ehe formation of crone and ot·he; photochem.ioal 
ox·i.dan~.s. Other '11"ari.a.:bles i.n=lu.de -ehe 6:=i.ssions o~ 
other reactive gas-phase organ:i.os, and !lleteorologi.<:a.l =.d 
geographical ractors such as temperature, humidity, wi.nd 
speed, latitude and lonq.itude, a=d topography. secause 
of the many v<tria:bles and uncerta;l.nties di.scu,.sed under 
i.asues #-1 and #'2, n.o fixed l.e~el of qa.S-!?ha.se nat:u~et:.hana 
hydrocarbons can ~e used :o e~sure ~he a~~a~nmen~ a.nd 
maintenance of -ehe ozone· standard. However, based upon 
~he eviQ.enc:e:· wh.ich ~he Cotttmi.t:'!!ee reviewed .i.n ':.he <ioculD.e.:o.t~ 

;he Co==~~~ee cone~uded tha~ the do~u~e~~ adequa~e~y 
iden~~f~es, d~s~usses, and eYa~ua~es s~ud~es ~~ ~he 

cur~ent l~te~a~u~e. The Com=i=~ee ide~tL=~ed some 
m~~~~ ~ssUe$ ~eqa~e~~q prese~ta~~on Qf ~he ~n~o~~at~on; 
hu~ these com~en~s a~e ~ncluded ~n the t~ansc~~pt. 
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Issue #3 Health att<i welfare effects of am~ient-level 

hyd:r:ocar~ons. 

There was general agreement among Committee members 
that hydrocarbons at ambient levels, with the exception 
of benzene and ethylene, do not cause adve:r:se health and 
welfare effects, respectively. Sen:ene has beett listed 
as a hazardous air pollutant uttder section 112 of the 
Clean Air· Act and :r:equlato:r:y actions are proceeding. 
There are aciverse effects upon vegetation from ethylene, but, 
even though ·ethylene is ubiquitous, these effects have not 
been measure<! in all parts of the country, partly b~cause 
the !!lore susceptible species (o:r::c.a=ental.s) are not g-:-own 
~n a~~ parts of the coun~ry; ~he ~ss~e shou~d no~ Oe 
dismissed, however, on the basis that adverse vegetative 
effects from ethylene are not a natioaal problem. 

Summa::v 

The- Clean Air Sci.e>~tific Advi.sory· Commit'!:.ee agrees 
with the Age>~cy' s concl.usion that, in the absenc:e 
of a un±for=· q:uan-:.itat.i.ve re~at'.ionshi~ na-:ionwide Jletwee~ 
hydrocarbon emissi.ons and ambient air levels and resul_ting 
o:one-oxidant ambient air levels, there is no 
scientific basis for maintaining a national a:l:oie!l:t· 
air quality- standar<i for· hydrocarbo>~s. The Com=.ittee-
a.l.so· a.gzoeas with -=he Aqeney' s eon.c:lusio~ tha-:. ~ :because 
of the- abse,c::a of ambient-level adverse health or welfare 
effects· f:rom hydrocarbons,. no new, ~as·is ex.is"e.s for an 
ambient air quality sta.nda.rd t'or hydrocarbons.. ?ublic:: 
heal.th and welfare will co!l:ti>~ue to l:>e protected even in 
t.he a.h$iettc:e of· a. national ambi.en~ a.i=- qua.~ity sta.nda.rd 
fo:r: hydroc::arho>~S. Recisio" of a na'.!ianal ambient 
hydrocarl:>o!l: standard should also beneficially act '.!o 
stream~ine the requlato.ry process. 

The com~ttee u.rges, howeve:r:, that efforts co!l:t~nue 
to assess and where nece-ssary to co,trol ha::11l!u:O compounds. 
The control of emissions for hydroca:::ho>~s as a class 
remains esse!l:'.!~al as a c:cmveuient method of ccmt=ll.i.:lg ambient levels-

The Comm~ttee made additio>~al comments of an 
ed~t<:ori.al nature and requested fu::::-=her i.nformat.io>~ a>~ 

the =esul~s of sour~e reconc~1~a~£on stttd~es ·show£nq 
contributions of var~us source categories to 
hydrocarbons in ambient a.ir in one or more cities or 
a~rsheds. They a~so re~uested ~ne·~~c~us~on o~ infor~a~io~ 
an (1) the possible :::ole of the oxidation of methane and 
carbon moncx~de in ~he photoche=iea~ p~oduc~~on o! o:one~ 
(2) the effect of radicals generated from hydrocarbons 
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on the eo~~e=sion of s~~fur diox!de ~o sulfate: an~ 

(3) the identification of speoif~c gas-phase hydrocarbons 
knovn to be precursors to secondary organic aerosols
With the understanding that the requested changes are 
inoluded in the revised doou:nent, th,e Cammittee is 
satisfied that the dacument meets the requ;irements of 
section 10S of the Clean Air Act as amended. 
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UNITE:O STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

February 4, 1981 

MEMORANDUM 

OF'P'tC::I!: Orr' 
GI!:NII!t"~A.L COUN5E.L. 

SUBJECT; Review and Revision of National Ambient Air Quality 
Criteria and Standardsr Draft Guidance Document 

t- ' ;;-z: ... 17 c ,c ""- '1<··.!..._ . 
FROM: Matthew·a. Van Hook,- Attorney 

Air, Noise & Radiation Division (A-133) 

TO: Terry F. Yosie, Staff Officer 
Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC) 

Enclosed as you requested is a draft of the guide EPA 
has been preparing to statutory and judicial authorities 
bearing on EPA's periodic review and, as appropriate, revision 
of criteria and standards under Sections 108 and 109 of the 
Clean Air Act, 42 u.s.c. §§ 7408, 7409. The document is 
intended to provide a brief but useful source of reference 
on these matters, and is being prepared by the Office of 
General Counsel in conjunction with the Environmental 
Criteria and Assessment Office (ECAO) of the Office of Research 
and Development and the Office of Air Quality Planning and 
Standards (OAQPS) of the Office of Air, Noise and Radiation. 

The document is being prepared because questions regarding 
legal aspects of the review and revision process have often 
arisen during the many pub~ic workshops, meetings and hearings 
that have occurred in connection with EPA's review of the 
current criteria and standards. Although the document is not 
ready for release in final form, the draft may provide useful 
information for members of CASAC and interested members of 
the public. EPA would appreciate any comments CASAC or the 
public may have on the draft. As indicated on the co~er page, 
the paper is intended to be a convenient source for reference 
but is necessarily rather general. Accordingly, ECAO, OAQPS 
or the Office of General Counsel should be consulted if more 
detailed or definitive information is necessary. 
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ESTABLISHMENT AND REVISION OF NATIONAL AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS: 

An Overview of Statutory and Judicia~. Guidance 

January 1981 Draft 

United States Environmenta~ Protection Agency 

NOTE 

This paper presents a brief review of statutory and 
judicial guidance concerning establishment and revision of 
national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) by EPA under 
Sections 108 and. 109 of the Clean Air Act, and of statutory 
authorities bearing on the role of the Clean Air Scientific 
Advisory Committee of EPA's Science Advisory Board in that 
process. The paper and its several appendices are intended 
as a convenient source for reference on these matters but 
are necessarily rather general~ EPA's Office. of General 
Counsel should be consulted i£ more detai~ed. or definitive 
interpretations are necessary. 
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I, EPA's AUTHORITY TO ESTABLISH AND REVISE NAAQS 

A. Air Quality Criteria 

Criteria documents are the basis for the NAAOS, and are· 
required to "accurately reflect the latest scientific knowledqe
usefu·l in indicating the kind and extent of all identifiable 
effects on ublic health or welfare from ollutants in the 
ambient air." Section 108(a)(2), Appendix A). Criteria 
documents are not intended to contain conclusions concerning 
which "identifiable" effects are ''ad~erse." As discussed 
below, such judgments are made by the Administrator in estab
lishing NAAQS, based on the criteria document. However, 
criteria documents should contain infoJ;mation helpful in 
assessing the relative significance ("kind and extent") of 
the various reported effects. 

B. Primary NAAQS 

Primary standards "shall be ambient air quality standards 
the attainment and maintenance of which in the judgment of the. 
Administrator, based on _such C:t"J. teria and allowing_ an adequate 
mar in of safety, are :t"equisite to rotect the ublic health." 

Section 109 b 1 , Appendix A). They are to be uniform, 
natic..nwide standards, applicable every place in the country, 
and are to be attained within three years from the date state 
implementation plans are approved.· (Section 110(a)(2)(A), 
Append:!-x A) •. 

Major elements of EPA's interpretation of its authority 
to establish and revise NAAQS we:t"e recently upheld by the 
u.s. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit 
in a. case involving NAAQS for lead. Lead Industries Association. 
et. al. v. EPA, F.2d , ERC (D.C.Cir .• 1980), cert. den. 
-u.s. (T98W(he:t"eafteF"LeadDecision"). Several of 
these elements are discussed below: 

i. Adverse Effects 

The primary standards are not intended to protect against 
al.l identifiable effects, only those judged by the Administrator 
to be "adverse." However, because the primary NAAQS were 
intended by Congress to be precautionary and. preventive, the 
Administrator is not. free to define as adverse only those effects 
which are clearly harmful or for which there is a medica.l . 
consensus about the degree of harm. Rather, the Administrator :' 
must evaluate reasonable medical concerns and theory in deciding 
which effects are significant enough to be considered adverse.·· 
(Lead Decision, Appendix D). 

The health. effects Congress was concerned about at the 
time the 1970 amendments were enacted ranged from cancer, 
metabolic and respiratory diseases, and impairment o£ mental 
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processes, to "headaches, dizziness, nausea ••• " 
(Legislative History, Appendix C). To put the health effects 
intended to be protected against by the NAAQS in some perspective, 
Congress elsewhere directed that if a pollutant is found to 
result in an increase in "serious irreversible, or incapacitating 
reversible, illness," it would qualify for regulation as a 
hazardous pollutant under Section 112 (42 u.s.c. §7412}. 

' ' 

ii. Sensitive Population Groups 

Congress did not intend that. only healthy persons be pro
tected by the NAAQS. At the same time, the standards were not 
intended to p;-otect those dependent on a controlled internal 
environment, such as pe:rsons in intensive care units. Instead, 
Congress emphasized that the standards shoud protect "particu-" 
larl'y sensitive citizens such as bronchial asthmatics and 
emphysematics who in the normal course of daily activity are 
exposed to the ambient environment." (Legislative History, 
Appendix C). The standard is statutorily sufficient whenever 
there is "an absence of adverse effect on the health of a 
statistically related sample of persons in sensitive groups 
from exposure to the ambient air." (Id.). Congress defined 
a statistically related sample as "thenumber of persons 
necessary to test in order to detect a deviation in the 
health of any person within such sensitive group which. is 
attributable to the condition of the ambient air •·" (.!S,. } • 

iii. Margin of Safety 

Congress specified that the primary NAAQS include an 
"adequate margin of safety" to protect against effects which 
have not yet been uncovered by research and effects whose 
medical significance is a matter of disagreement. (Lead 
Decision, Appendix D). The requirement for a margin of 
safety underscores that the primary NAAQS are"not simply 
intended to protect against health effects that are known to 
be clearly harmful; Congress authorized the Administrator to 
exercise his judgment in setting NAAQS precisely to permit 
him to act in the face of uncertainty. (Id.). 

iv. Economic Considerations / Feasibility 

Primary NAAQS are to be based solely on the"protection 
of human health; economic considerations play no part in the 
setting of these standards. (Lead Decision, Appendix D). 
The criteria on which the standards are based likewise do 
not addre·ss such factors as economic and technological feasi
bility. (Id.). In short, the Administrator is not required, 
and. in fact is not even permitted, to consider economic or 
technological factors in setting NAAQS. · ( Id.} • The regulatory· 
analysis which accompanies NAA<::lS rulemaking packages is : 
intended to comply with the directives of several executive 
orders, and serves to inform the states, the public, and 
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Congress of the expected-impact of the NAAQS: however the 
Administrator may not consider or base his decisions regarding 
levels on the regulatory analysis. 

c. Secondary NAAQS 

Secondary standards "shall specify a level of air quality 
~ attainment and maintenance of which in the judgment of 
the Administrator, based on such criteria, is requisite to 
protect the public_welfare from any known or anticipated adverse 
effects associated with the resence of such air ollutant ~n 
the ambient air. '1 (Section 109 b 2 , Appendix A • Like the 
primary standards, the secondary NAAQS are to be nationally 
applicable, uniform standards. However, they are to be 
attained within a "reasonable time," in contrast to the specific 
three year timetable set forth for primary NAAQS. (Section 
110(a)(2)(A), Appendix A).· 

The welfare effects to be protected against include but 
are not limited to effects on soils, water, crops, vegetation, 
man-made materials, animals, wildlife, weather, visibility, 
climate, damage to and deterioration of property, ha~ards to 
transportation, as well as effects on economic. val"ues and on 
pex:sonal comfort and wellbeing. (Section 302(h), Appendix 
A).. The reference to economic values does not include the 
costs of compliance with NAAQS: it refers only to the economic 
costs of pollution. (Lead Decision, Appendix D). Thus, 
like the. primary NAAQS, secondary standards are to be based 
on the"effect::s information detailed in the criteria document, 
with the Administrator making a judgment concerning what 
level of effect is. to be considered adverse. 

II. CASAC'S AUTHORITY TO PROVIDE ADVICE ON DRAFT !=RITERIA DOCUMENTS 
AND PROPOSED NAAQS 

The Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC) has two 
sources of authority: (1) Section 109(d)(2) of the Clean Air 
Act, and (2) the Research Authorization Act of 1978 (pertinent 
parts of both statutes are reproduced in Appendices A and B). Re
flecting its dual authorities, CASAC is a constituent committee of 
EPA's Science Advisocy Board ( SAB) (the· charters of both CASAC and 
the SAB are included in Appendix E). · 

A. Existing Criteria Documents and NAAQS 

CASAC' s authority under the Clean Air Act concerns review · : 
of existing criteria documents and NAAQS, and the. giving of ad"--' 
vice to the Administrator on a broad range of matters including. 
research needs and the health, economic ·and energy effects of 
various strategies for attaini:ng the NAAQS. (Section l09(d)(2}, 
Appendix A). Accordingly, under Section 109(d)(2)(B) of the 
Act CASAC is to review existing criteria documents and NAAQS 
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and recommend appropriate changes to the Administrator one 
year before the agency completes its own periodic review 
under Section 109{d) {1). {Appendix B). .'" 

..... ~ ~ . 
'·'•. 

\ _\ 

B. Proposed Criteria Documents and NAAQS 

As the committee of the Science Advisory Board charged with 
responsibility for matters concerning NAAQS, CASAC exercises the 
Board's authority under the Research Authorization Act of 1978 
to review proposed criteria documents and NAAQS~ (Appendix B). 

section S(e) of that Act provides that any time a proposed 
criteria document or standard.is provided to any other 
Federal agency for formal review or comment, such document 
or standard is to be made available to the Board. Thereafter, 
the Board {CASAC) "may make available to the Administrator, 
within the time specified by the Administrator, its advice and 
comments on the adequacy of the scientific and technical basis" 
of the proposed criteria document or NAAQS. 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON, O.t:. 20460 

Qfl'!ll'tC:Z Qjll' 

TH&: .A.QMINtS"T.,.AOQFf 

SU:SJEC'l': CASAC Review of the Air Quality Criteria Oocument 

?ROM: 

for Nitrogen Oxides 

Sheldon J:;. Friedlander, Chairman r ](; ':Jy!-ttd!ti-
~lean Air Scientific Advisory Committee ~ . ]I 

TO: The Administrator 

Introduction 

On November 13, 1980, t~~ Clean Air Scientific Advisory 
Committee of the Science Advisory Board completed its review of 
the revised air _quality criteria document for the oxides of 
nitrogen. This. was the second review bf the criteria document 
by the coliimittee. The first revie•w; neid January 29-30, 1979, 
~esulted in major CASAC recommendations for revisions in-the 
criteria document. In its most recent meeting the Committee 
codcluded that ~ts r~co~~enda~ions haa rac~i?ad a fai: a:d 
thorough avaluat~on by th~ Agancy, e7id~nced i~ t~a changes 
incorporated into the criteria docunent. The ~urpose of ~a~s 
memorandum is to summarize for you the Committee's major conclusions 
to assist you in reviewing th~ scientific data necessary for 
.propo~ing an ambien~ air .qual~ty s~anea~~ for.ni~roqen_d~o~~de 
as required, by. law~ This m!!mo.randum further advises yo·u of 't:he 
Committee's conclusion that the criteria document fulfil~s the 
criteria set forth in section 108 of the Clean Air Act as amended, 
which requires that such a document accurately reflect the latest 
scientific knowledg~ useful in indicating the kind and extent of all 
identifiable effects on pub~ie health or welfare fr~m po1lutan~s 
in the ambient air. 

A separate memorandum which will address the review of the Staff 
Paper for. nitrogen oxides 'will be sent to you following oom;;>letion 
of the Committee's review of that document. 

Major Issues Pertai~inc to the NOx Criteria ·oocu~ent 

Air Quality 

Nitrocen cycle--~here is much duplication of information 
concerning the nitrogen cycle throughou.t the· document which 
could be presented more succinctly in Chapter 4. Nevertheless, 
Chapter 4 itself is well written. 
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Sources and Emissions--As requested by CASAC, the revised 
document contains. more infor~ation on NO/NO& ratios and this is 
adequately presented. 

Environmental Transport & Transformation--The criteria 
document adequately addre•H;es current knowledg.e in this area. 
Very importantly, it discusses the· need for additional information 
on NOx--ol:'ganics chemistry and the dear·th of quantitative 
knowledge of wet and dry· ~emoval ~rocesses and rates for NOx• 

Samolinq and Analysis for Ambient N0 2 an.d NOx--Oerived 
Pollutants--This section of t.he criteria document describes 
the methods, procedures, and problems in the detel:'minati.on of 
the ambient levels of NOx in a useful and complete fashion. 
Of particular im~ortance is the identification of uncertainties 
in the earlier measurements of NO~ (Jacob~-Eochheiser method), 
aFd for nitrate (artifact formation). Characterization of such 
uncertainties should ensure against tne use of suspect data in 
setting th~ standa~d· 

welfare Effects· • 
. ,· 

Perturbations of the stratosoheric O:one Laver--The relevant 
studies·are included in this section of the document. It brings 
out tlHo i_mpo;rt~n~ po~nt !!~at :m .and .NOz :::-elea,sed. from surface 
sources~are not~~xpeeted to signif~ca~tly ef:ec~ 5tra~osph~ric o~o~e. 

Zffects o~ ~i~roqen Oxid~s on 7~sibilit~--Tb~ a~aptgr pr~se~~s 
a good review of the seien~ific issues related to vis~b~l~ty. Tha 
role of NO~ in atmospheric discoloration is well described. T~e 

cha~ter also adequately points out the multi-pollutant aspects of 
the regional haz• ~roblem. 

Acidic P:::-eci~itation--chapter 11 is to be =~titled •Acidic 
Deposition• to better define- its contents and to ensure that 
the role of dry deposition is recognized. The information 
presented in the criteria document is a useful tutorial for 
understanding acidic deposition. As. req:u~ste<! by CA·S;\C the 
very importance of multi-pollutant aspects of this environmental 
~roble:n are being addressed by a separate document that is now 
in preparation; thus, for the purpose of this criteria document 
this chapter is adequate in ensuring that the role that nitrogen 
compounds play in acidic deposition reactions is recogni:ed. 

-Effects on Natb~al Ecosvstems; Veaet~tio~. and Micro
oraanisms--The criteria document provides a good review of 
background information concerning potential effects on ecosystems 
as well as the relations of the nitrogen cycle.- Regarding 
potentially harmful effects of NOx 1 the document corre.ctly 
emphasizes NO~ since this is the most harmful oxide for the 
effects of concern. aoth visible effects and effects not 
readily perceptible are discussed thoroughly. 
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Threshold doses are given for.the inhibition of photosynthesis 
under laboratory conditions. However, it would be desirable if 
sensitivity under these predisposing conditions could he compared 
with sensitivity under field conditi~ns •. The plant varieties 
used for these studies are relatively sensitive, hut how does 
this ~ompare with more important and widely planted species? 
Taylor, et. al. reported mostly no effects occurred on several 
field crops exposed to 10 ppm for 90 minutes. 

From the document, we can conclude that ~ensitive plant 
specie-s may be injured'by one""half hour to eight-hour exposure to 
concentrations of 10 to 2 ppm, respectively. .rf exposed for 
several days, concentrations as low as 0.15 ppm may have some 
effect, but a safe limit seems to be in the neighborhood of 
0.5 to 1 ppm NO~. It would be helpful if these values were 
compared with ambient baseline concentrations as reviewed in 
Chapter a. 

Toxicity of NOL seems to be enhanced when so~ also is 
present. . E:oweve.r, much of the· laboratory research. is inconsiste·nt 
and cannot provide a sound basis for criteria. The relations 
are especially indefinite in the field. This issue is discussed 
.well in the document. 

Finally, the Committe~ ~ould p~efar· to s~e t~e bi~liOgraphy 
of t~is and o~he.r cha~t~rs ~~~ang~d al?habe~ically~ 

Health Effects 

Effects of Nitrogen Comnounds on Anirnals-~here are some 
~rohlems with the overall format. There is both detailed 
description of individual papers and an unreferenced interpretive 
discussion of the patterns of cellular and tissue response to 
oxides of nitrogen. l-i'ha"f; appears to 1Je missing is interpretation 
of individual papers and groups of papers. There is little 
attempt to reconcile, or even point out, seemingly contradictory 
f·indings·. Nor· does the review corne to gri:;;>s with the implications 
of the findings~ One also ex:;;>ects a critique of those findings 
reported to occur at relatively low levels of nitrogen dioxide. 
Also ~f value·would be s~me discussion of species difference 
in findings, ~articularly as this voul~ per~ain to 'generalization 
in humans. With the understanding that these issues will be 
resolved i.n this chapter in the revision of this draft document, 
the Committee will advise that the chapte·J;' is scientifically 
acceptable. 
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Effects on Humans of Ex~osure to Oxides of Nitroqen--The 
discussion primarily focused on the revisions made to the 
document since the last CASAC meeting, and whether those 
revisions adequately dealt with previous comments from CASAC 
and the public. In reviewing Chapter 15, the Committee specifi
cally addressed the question of whether the Chapter adequat~ly 
identif±ed, discussed, and evaluated the critical health studies 
fOr the Oxides Of nitrogen. 

In general, it was concluded that the current rev.ision of the 
cr;Lteria document presented a· balanced and comprehen_sive critical 
review of the pertinent literature on human health effects of the 
oxides of nitrogen. It was agreed that new literature is. 
continually being ad~ed to the subject, but that an arbitrary. 
limit had to be set for the current document and that no studies 
unpublished ,:>-t the time of the meeting should be· included. 

The emphasis placed upon specific stttdies was ·appropriately 
altered from the previous draft criteria document following 
comments by .CASAC. _specifically, it was concluded that the 
current document adequately de-emphasized the significance 
o·f the Chat_tanooga studies of Shy, et al. The Committee also 
believed that the studi by Orehek had been ip~ropriately considered 
as relevant to s_afety fac_tor considera_tions. and that it should 
not be use~ for ident~~ying a sp~cific level for sett~ng a 
standard. 

CASAC a!so concludad that the dise~ssion of gas sto7~ 
studies was scientifically acceptable. ~he Committee believed 
that there might be-a more conc~se -summary of th~ indoor NO 
exposurers relevant to the gas stove studie~, but this rep~esents 
only a minor refinement in the chapter. 

The criteria document appropriately separated effects on 
sensory organs, pulmonary function and respiratory systems or 
infection. When possible, most of these effects were considered 
separately in healthy ~and sensitive populations. The .li::nitations 
o.f the different types of studies (hul:lan exposure, epidemiologic) 
were also considered. 

The studies relevant to the crit~cal issue of level of 
lowest obsarved effect were discussed in the do.cument in a 
balanced ~anner. It ~as-~ec~gnized ~y CASAC that no body of 
data is perfect and, si.tbject to the -recommenda"i;.ions suggested in 
the paragraphs above, the criteria document had critically and 
satisfactorily reviewed the existing data on human health 
effects of the oxides of nitrogen-
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Summation 

The Committee made additional comments of an editorial 
nature •. These remarks, as well as-a more detailed discussion 
of the recommendations a-nd review provided· above, are included 
in the transcript. With t~e understanding that the advised 
changes are incorporated in the revised criteria document, the 
Committee is satisfied that the air ~uality criteria document 
for the oxides of nitrogen is scientifically ade~uate for use 
in standard setting. 

. . 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL. PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

· Dr. Lester Grant, Director 
Environmental Criteria and Assessment 
Office 

Office of Research and Development 
US Environmental Protection Agency 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711 

Dear Dr. Grant: 

July 9, 1981 

OFFICE OF IHE. 
ADMINISTRATOR 

The Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee has completed its 
second review of EPA's combined air quality criteria document for 
sulfur oxides and particulate matter. The Committee notes with satis
faction the significant improvements in the document in air quality, 
health effects, and welfare effects data made since the Committee's 
review of the first external review draft in August, 1980. 

The Committee has concluded that, with incorporation of changes 
as suggested in the transcript, Volumes II through V are scientifi
cally adequate for use in standard setting. Another version of Volume 
I, reflecting these and previous revisions of Volumes II through V 
needs to be prepared. The Committee requests that copies of these 
latter volumes as further revised be sent to the members for their 
reference in reviewing the revised Volume I. When the revised Volume 
I is considered acceptable, an official closure memorandum will be 
prepared reflecting CASAC's action on the entire criteria document. 
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